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— — — - *
Callers were numerous on New Tear'sday. ^
Now Is the time to
habits.
“swear off” all bad
Coaaiicloa Me;ehint.
T)EACH, W. H. CommlBRlon Merchant, and
JD dealer In Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest
market price paid for wheat. Office In Brick
store, corner Eighth and Fish streets.
Drugs ini Medicines.
T\OE8BURQ,J.O. Dealer In Drugs and Mcdl-
JL/< clues. Paints and Oils, Brushes, &c. Phy-
sicians prescriptions carefully put np. Eighth bt.
ATEENGS, D. U., Drug Store, Fine Drugs, Med-
Iclnes, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and
Perfumeries, Kivcr street.
Society query: “Is ho or is he not
married?” If so, where is Nannie?
AT’AN PCTTEN, Wra., Dealer In Drugs. Medl-
} cine?, Paints, Oils, etc. Proprietor of Dr. W.
Van den Bergo1? Family Medicines. River Street.
Tl/ALSH, HEBER, Drncgistand Pharmacist; a
f » fall slock of goods appertaining to the bus-
iness. ' •
furniture.
VfEYER, BROUWER & CO., Dealers in all
1U. kinde-of Furniture, Curtains. Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coffins, Picture Frames, etc.; River St.
Qonenl Dealer*.
TTAN PUTTEN, G. & SONS, General Dealers in
,y Dry Goode, Groceriee, Crockery, Huts and
Cape, Flour, Provlelons, etc. River street.
Hoteli,
HOTEL, Williams Bros., Proprietors.
'-' The only first-class hotel in the city. Is lo-
cated in the business center of the town and has
one of the largest and best sample rooms in the
state, Free bus in connection with the hotel.
Mr. J. D. Murphy in the Comedy
“Kerry Gow" ia booked at Lyceum Hall
on Tuesday evening, February 8.
E. F. Metz & Co. will close out their
stock of Millinery at cost prices. Seo
Special Notice in these columns.
>
TJBCENIX HOTEL. Jos. Rvder, proprietor.A Located near the C. & W. M. R’y depot, has
good facilities for the traveling public, and its
table Is unsurpassed. Free hack for accommo-
dation of guests.
CCOTT B HOTEL. W. J, Scott, proprietor.
. « 8 locat®11 °n the comer ol Ninth
and Fish streets, Tends, *1.50 per day. Goed ac-
commodations can always be relied on.
Many callers extended their New Year
greetings to Rev. T. W. Jones and family
last Thursday during the day and evening.
The sudden thaw of this week has
given place to a snow storm and now the
ground is again covered with snow and
sleighing is good.
J. K. V. Agnew is appointed General
Superintendent of the Chicago and West
Mich. R’y in place of A. M. Nichols, re-
signed, taking efiect January 1.
Walsh, De Koo & Co., advertise in
this issue that they will buy Coru, Oats,
Rye and Barley as well as Wheat and that
they will pay the highest market prices.
The holidays are over and people will
now have nothing to engage their atten-
tion but business. We hope trade will
“loom up” all over our city in conse-
quence.
Liny a&d Sale Sublet.
T)OONE, H.t Livery and Sale Stable. Office and
U barn on Market street. Everything flrst-class.
VI AVE BEATS, G. J., Livery and Boarding
JJ. Stable. Fine rlga and good horses can al-
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s
hotel.
N“BSS;„,';r^S.“,, Sale Stsbl,,1
Minufictorioi, Mllli, fihopt, Sto.
AT’AN RAALTE, B., dealear in Farm impie-
«eV“d m‘C,Unery- COr- K1,er *'1'1
Fkyildisi.
"nEST, RB., Physician and Surgeon, can be




‘Y’ATES, O E..PhysiciaB and Surgeon. Office
\ ^ residence on the comer of River and
Ledeboer BtreeU, form*r,Jr occupied by the late Dr.
Pkotopapbir.
TT ^^yoppOTl P’ thi 8 ^dlnK Photograph Gal-
Witehei and Jnrtlry.
T> REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker. Jeweler, andM ,n ,anc7 Roods. Corner of Market
and Eighth streets;
TX7YKHUYSEN, IiM dealer in Watches, Clocks,
."f . Jhwalry and Speotaclee, cor. Ninth and Ce-
dar streeta.
i o. of o. r.
Holland Cio
Order of Odd F ______
at Odd Fellow’kHail. _
evening of each week. .
Visiting brothera are cordially Invited._ „ L. D. B aldus. N. G.
Wiluax BauKOABm, K. B.
W* WA Vi M§
Itv Lodge, No. 192, Independent
I Fellows, holds Its regular meetings
v’kHn l.faolland, Mich., onTnesdal
7. & A. X.
A Regular Communication of Uhitt Lodob
No. 191, f. dk A. M., will be held at Masonic Hal
Holland, Mich., at 7 o'clock sharp, on Wednesday,
evenings Jan. 28, Feb. 28, March 25, April 22,
Mar June M, July 22. Aog. 19, Sept. 23, Oct. 2i.
Nov. 18, Dec. 16. bt John j days June 24, ana
Dec. 27.
„ , O.Bbbtjun, Master.!!
D. L. Boyd. Ae V*
P _ #U( fcltrts.
Produce. Sto.
(WHOLESALE.)
{Corrected aery Friday by E.'j. Barrington.)
Apples, 40c; Beans, 80c, $1.00; Butter, 15, 16c;
gwOte; Honey, 14c; Onions, 30, 40c; Poutoes,
BIT AIL.
Apples. 45 A 50c; Beans, $1.25; Butter, 18,19c;
Eggs, 34c; Honey, 16c; Onions, 50c; Potatoes, 80c.
tain, Feed, Etc.
“ , . (wholbsalx.)
(Corrected every Fridarby IF. B. Beach.)
Bnckwheat, 45c;^Bran, y lOOJhs., 65c: Barley
i MJ0
•nMeal
ton, $18.00; Feed, «





Many of our residents kept open house
January 1.
Freight business on the Chicago and
West Mich. R’y is very light at present.
The county officers elected at the re
cent election took their places yesterday.
The query: “Who is to bo our next
Mayor? is heard ou ull sides. Rather
early isn’t it?
J. D. Kanters arri'vcd homo irom Buf-
falo, N. Y. last Tuesday. Johu looks
well and the climate near Canada seems
to agree with him.
- — - —
We noticed Messrs. Bradford and Frlk,
commercial travellers, at the Rink Thurs-
day ovening. Score: Bradford 0, Frik, 1.
Cost to Bradford four shillings.
Night Train Dispatcher Grimes has
been called to his home at Coopersville on
account of sickness of his relatives, and
Mr. Churchill is on night duty again dur-
ing his absence. 
Annual pow renting in Hope Reformed
Church one week from next Monday.
The seats are all open on that evening to
the choice of those who are present. Pews
ore then rented for the year by any one
desiring to assist in the support of the
church.
At about 12:30 o’clock New Year’s
morning, as near as we can judge, the
tolls in Hope church and the Eagle Ore
engine house pealed forth the tidings that
the New Year had come. The din and
noise was, for a time, deafening, but soon
died out, and the weary citizen was again
left to his slumbers.
Another blizzard approaches. Prepare
for it.
Editor John Hulst, of the Muskegon
Courant, a paper published in the Holland
language, called on us last Monday.
Wm. Smith and family, of Fremont,
formerly residents of this city, were in
town this week calling ou old acquain-
tances. '
Next week at the roller skating rink a
prize will be awarded to the most grace-
ful skating couple. The session at which
the contest will occur has not yet beenannounced. -yi
Ald. R. E. Werkman bas placed a tel
ephone in hi! office in the new buildin|
on River street.^fcfWflS Bow Wauling
building material from the Phcenlx Plan-
ing Mill, can call up (he office and hav
their wants promptly attended to. w
One of the attractive features of o
Skating Rink is the special music ran- blast Wednesday evening in the chapel
dered by the quintette band there every ihe church. The school was found to be
evening, under the leadership of Mr. J. A. Ifn a very prosperous condition. The fol-
Lambert. The song medley arranged by lowing officers were chosen fer the ensu-
Mr. Lambert from “Sweet Yioleta” “On-liog year: Prof. G. J. Kollen, euperlnten-
ly a Pansy Blossom” and “Peek a Boo” If dent; W. Z. Bangs, treasurer and secre
The semi-annual election of Holland
City Lodge, No. 192, 1. O. O. F. was held
in their hall last Tuesday evening and re-
sulted in the election of the following of-
ficers: N. G., A. J. Clark; V. G., John
De Graaf; Secretary, Wra. Zceh; Treas-
irer, Otto Breyman. The Installation of
officers will take place next week.
The annual meeting of officers an
3\ 1
Just as wo go to press we received a
communication from Prof.G. P. Hummer,
who is on a trip through the South. Will
publish next week.
The many triends and admirers of Miss
Ella J.uno Meade will be pleased to know
that she will visit us this winter, and give
an entirely new entertainment which she
has had copyrighted.
List of letters remaining in the post-
office at Holland, Mich., Jan. 2, 1885:
F. Asaink, Vernon and Dora Brown, Mrs.
Kate L. Jacobs, Oliver Vrulng.
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
Next week will be the annual “Week
of Prayer” appointed for the Christian
world. Meetings will take place every
evening except Saturday in the chapel of
Hope church. Services will begin at 7:30.
These meetings are of great interest and
should be largely attended.
Col. O. H. Moore, of Coldwater, re-
cently of the regular army, but who is
new en the retired list after nearly thirty
years et service, has a violin 200 years
old. It was made by Rupert, the famous
violin maker, of Erfurth, Germany, and
has been in Mr. Moore’s family nearly
eighty years. Col. Moore was colonel of
the twenty-fifth Mich. Inf., Company I of
which was composed of boys from the
“Holland Colony. ”
Last week Friday evening the mem-
bers of Unity Lodge, No. 191, F. <e A. M.
with their families, celebrated St. John’s
Day wilh a social gathering and oyster
supper at Masonic Hall in this city. The
very pleasing.
Considerable excitement existed this
week over thb fact that the Council had
allowed the pay of the old members of
the Eagle Fire Engine Company. The
bill allowed pay for the full year, whereas
most of the members were only entitled to
six months’ pay. The matter has been
amicably settled however.
 ..... — —
Last Tuesday a common remark on onr
streets was that a house had burned dur-
ing the previous evening and hardly any-
one knew ef it. This In part la true. The
house was a hen house and the fire was of
so small dimensions that an alarm was
deemed unnecessary and the fire was “kept
where it was” and put out by private par-
ties. The loss is nominally nothing. Bat
the fire was turned to good (?) account In
sluring our Water Works.
Mr. A. H. Breyman and wife, of East
Portland, Oregon, vieite(f their brother,
Otto Breyman of thia city this week.
Thirty-five years had elapsed since these
two brothers had met and Ihe meeting was
a very* affectionate ono. Mr. Breyman is
the President of the First National Bank
of Portland and is largely Interested in
stock ranches and steamboating. Ho was
on his way to New Orleans and the South
where he will spend the winter and
stopped at our city on his way. Mr. Brey.
man will undoubtedly stop again on his
way back in the Spring.
Considerable excitement was created
in business circles last Wednesday and
Thursday over the whispered rumor that
Mr. E. J. Harrington bad failed in busi-
ness. Upon investigation we found that
it was not exactly a failure, but that a
chattel mortgage had been given to satis-
fy the claims of preferred creditors../ The
amount of these claims is about $9,0004
The many friends of Mr. Harrington in
v.», u*w. wwc; cily »y®P*thize with him in his finan*
cial difficulty^ and attribute the cause to• * ’ the many misfortunes that have befell him
during the past few yean. Mr. Harring-
ton has been one of the hardest working
and one of the most energetic business
of our city and wo predict that he100 flo&t at the top of bUiineM Incur
city.*
m m A A <4 J 1 114 IAJJOl/lbj • A HU
teachera of Hope Sunday Scho01 was was homelik0 onll Kenlsl ln iu clw.
|Octer and was enjoyed by all who at-
ended. Master Breyman delivered a very
irief address which was responded to by
lecretary Boyd in a very hearty maneer,
he ate five cans of oysters,) and then the
party adjourned to the City Hotel dining
all where a few bonis were spent, int&ry, with Dr. B. J. De Vries, assistant ;
John Cappon, librarian, with J. B. Ny-ljancjng~
kerk, assistant; Miss Rika Boone, organ-9




Bin. George J. Daily is appointed
Freight Acoountant of the Chicago &
West Michigan. All reports and corres-
pondence relating te freight acceunts will
be addressed to him at Muskegon, Mich.
Mr. Frank W. Stilson is appointed Ticket
Accountant of the same read. All reports
and correspondence relating to ticket ac-
counts will be sent to him at Muskegon,
Mich. His duties will include the issning
of tickets and the filling of requisitions
for the same. Both appointments took ef-
fect January 1.
In the year 1885 there will be two eclip-
ses of the sun and twe of the moon. An
annual eclipse of the sun will occur March
10, visible in the United States as a partial
eclipse, U begin at 87 minutes put 11 in
the forenoon, and end at 12 minutes put
2. March 30 there will be a partial eclipse
of the moon, invisible in the United
States. * September 8, a total eclipse of the
sun will take place, invisible here, but
visible In Australia, South Pacific ocean,
and Cape Horn. September 24, there will
be a partial eclipse of the moon, visible
here. It will begin 81 minutes past 12 a.
m. and end at 87 minutes put 8.
Thu week at the Rink has been a very
attractive u well as profitable one. On
Wednesday evening a hurdle race took
place. The rink was filled with merry
and happy people who love the recreatiop
of skating. The hurdle race was very ex-
citing and was won by young Van O’Lln-
da. The skating was continued until nearly
half put eleven by the younger attendants
who desired to skate the “old year out
and the new year In. ” On new year’s day
the rink wu crowded to Its utmost ca-
pacity at the afternoon and evening ses-
sions. In the evening the “Gum Race” oc-
curred. There were five lady contestants
and all skated well. The race wu won,
however, by Min Sadie Howard, who wu
awarded the prize, a silver frait knife and
nut picker. This week hu been the most
successful week at the Rink this season
and Manager Coolidge is beginning to re-
ceive the reward forkis able management.
On Sunday, January 4th, 1885, It being
the first Sabbath in the New Year, the
enlarged choir of Hope church will render
a special New Year musical service u fol-
lows:
morning service.
“Gently Lord, O gently lead us.”— Danks.
Full Choir.Hymn. *
Hymn.
Offertory— “Blessed are the pure in heart*'
— Sudds.
Quartette.









Offertory— “Abide with me.”— Lysberg.
Quartette.




The storm of lut week suddenly sub-
sided Saturday and a drizzling rain set in
which continued until Wednesday morn-
ing. The snow all disappeared and the
water in the bay and river rose to a re-
markable height in a very short time.
Old residents say that it was never so high
within their recollection. An old cap-
tain, who haa lived in this city fer thirty
years, says that it was higher than ever
before during his residence here. The
water was five feet above high water
mark. One of the causes for this high
water was the complete stoppage ef our
harbor by ice. The water went down al-
most as rapidly as it rose. Mr. Van Re
genmorter, onr lighthouse keeper, says
that on Monday the ice in the harbor
creaked and groaned and rose and fell in
HOLIDAY GREETINGS AT HOPE PAR* ,
SONAGE.
Numerous surprise parlies have been
enjoyed at difieront homes during the past
few weeks. The largest gathering of this
kind occurred last Tuesday evening at the
parsonage of Hope Reformed Church. It
was intended as a New Year congregation-
al surprise to Rev. and Mrs. Thomas Wal-
ker Jones and family. Mr. Jones gener-
ally keeps himself pretty well informed re-
specting what is going on ln> his parish,
but this time ho was forced to admit that
his people had “got ahead of him.” Those
who had the matter in charge certainly
understood their business well. Their un-
dertaking was a complete success in every
particular. The affair was arranged for
Tuesday, December 80. To make sure
that the pastor should not be away frlra
home, a lady during the day sent word,
that her husband and herself would Colt)
around and spend the evening. The so-
cial calls of friends and parishionera are
always pleasant to’ the pastor. About
half past seven or a little later the ringing
of the door bell Intimated the pretence
of those who had announced their coming. .
Mr. Jones opened the door and lot a pro-
cession of men and women large enough
to make a small army, at the head of
which were the expected “callers." They
, were $11 well loaded with baskets, palls,
puns, ^ >»«»«“ PllsS-
ing expedition. They
parsonage and took possession WJ
house and its occupants. The quiet of
the home was immediately disturbed by a
delighted throng. Young and old In large
numbers were soon roaming about the
apartments In great delight. Rev. and 1
Mrs. Jones took in the situation as quickly
as possible and were as happy t» the rest.
The. evening was fall of surprises. After
the company had all arrived the pastor
and his wife were conducted into the front
parlor by the committee of arrangements
when another experience awaited them.
Prof. O. Doesburg stepped forward and
made a very feeling address. It was fall
of kind and affectionate words. It touched
the hearts of all who heard it and especi-
ally of the pastor and his wife. He said
the success of the “surprise" was due
largely to the ladies whe had so earnestly
taken the lead in the matter. He paid a
fine compliment to the wtsdom and ̂ pal
of Christian women in Heir varied offices
of sympathy and kindness. His words to
the pastor were very warm and tender.
He assured him of the strong attachment
of the entire people te himself and of the
willingness of all to co-operate with hitR
in whatever would tend to his comfort and
usefulness. He expressed the wish that
Hope Church might continue to grow in
strength and inflifenco under his prolonged
ministry. He closed his speech by asking
that paster and wife accept from him in
the name of the committee of arrango-
mentsand in behalf of the congregation
their “token of esteem" which he now had
the honor to present Stepping aside there
was disclosed to sight a most beautiful
“token of esteem” which, up to this time,
the ladies snd their speaker had carefully
concealed from the eyas of the recipients.
It consisted of a handsome silver dinner
service, of modern pattern, together with
a fine large cut glass fruit dish and a silver
knife and fork “for the baby." Rev. and
Mrs. Jones were quite overcome at first)
Recovering somewhat he replied In fitting
terms. His remarks evidently come from
the heart. He accepted the excellent gift
with the warmest thinks. He spoke of
the many marks of attention and interest
which his people had shown him while he
had been among them. He was glad of
their presence in the parsonage as it was
always a joy to him and his family to wel-
come the greetings of friends. The addi-
tional Joy of receiving so acceptable a gift
could but increase his attachment te them
He most sincerely reciprocated the wish
that his ministry might be Increasing fruit-
ful In the advancement of the church.
He assured them of his continued desire
for the prosperity of every family in soci-
al as well as spiritual matters. The
“token" was then closely inspected and ita
beauty very much admired. Refresh-
ments wore afterwards served to the entire
company. A sufficient supply for a)l pres-
ent had been provided by the ladies.
r
A
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gentle swells until it gave way Tuesday Nothing was left unaone to make that
morning, and then it went with terrific
force oat into Lake Michigan. The out-
let thus had, the water went down in i
very short time. There was no damage
done, bnt the railroad bridge, which was
threatened with destruction, was only
saved by some timely repairs.
est and best. The smiling faces and i
ful voices contrasted well with
weather outside. We coni
pastor and his family, also th











employes are known to hare perished in
the flames.
THE NEWS CONDENSED. WASHINGTON.
THE EAST.
A 30,000-babrel oil-tank at West Junc-
tion, N. Y„ exploded. The shock was felt
in Elmira, five miles distant, and houses
near by were badly damaged. No one was
hurt The loss will reach $100,000. .. .A
pensioner of the war of 1812, named
Thomas Van Volin, died at Syracuse
at the age of 105. A dispatch from
Titusxille, Pa., records the death of
Baltzer Gehr, in his 104th ydar. . . .
Mrs. John Greenridge was assaulted near
Greenridge, Pa., by unknown parties, who
left her unconscious, and she was frozen to
death ____ Dr. Mary Walker hunted through
the executire mansion and the capitol at Al-
bany, but was unable to find Gov. Cleveland.
A BOT brought to the salesrooms of the
American Tract and Bible Society in New
York a box containing an infernal machine,
which would have exploded but for the
way in which the spring was
One of the clerks who had
Jy opened the box laid it aside, and
sent for Anthony Comstock, whose office is
in the same building, who, on his arrival,
immediately recognized what it was de-
signed for. Comstock tore the machine
apart and calmly removed the deadly works
within. Had it exploded it would have
caused loss of life to many in the store.
THE WEST.
Reports from Minneapolis indicate that
there Ts not more than enough water-power,
owing to the fall of the river, to drive half
the mills of the city. There has been in
consequence a decreased output of flour.
Mill owners have formed a pool to reduce
the flour production one-third ____ In a de-
cision much longer than a Presidential mes-
sage, a judge at San Francisco declares that
under the laws of California Sarah A. Hill
is the wife of ex- Senator Sharon,
and is entitled to a divorce for de-
serton, and a division of common
property. The estate involved is estimated
at $10,000,000 ____ W. C. Harvey, station-
agent at Panora, la. , was robbed of an ex-
press package containing $2,000, which had
neen sent by the Valley National Bank of
Des Moines to the Guthrie County National
Bank at Panora. He was attacked by a
ruffian, who shattered his arm with a pistol
ball.... Israel Bros., who owned clothing
houses at Waterloo, Lemars, and Cedar
Rflglds, Iowa, have made an assignment,
liabilities of $58,280. It is claimed
that unsecured creditors will fare badly.
. . . .Flames consumed the building former-
ly known as the Academy of Music in Min-
neapolis, causing a loss of $200,000. The
insurance was about $150,000. The
building has recently been occupied by
•tores.... The Masonic Temple at Cincin-
nati was damaged by fire to the amount of
$100,000, and Enoch T. Carson's
Masonic library was utterly destroyed.
J. R. Mills A Co., printers, who oc-
cupied rooms in the building, lost $30,000.
....Four buildings at Peninsula Harbor,
on the northern shore of Lake Superior,
were consumed by fire A man perished in
the flames, and a woman was fatally burned.
. . . .Hogs are dying in Southern Nebraska
of a new disease, in the head of each
animal that dies of the complaint a large
grub- worm is found.
According to the report of E. R. Hutch-
ins, Superintendent of Labor in Iowa, the
average yearly earning of the head of a
family in the State is $780, and thejaverage
family expenses only $400. This is $251
better showing than Illinois, $201 better
), and $453 better than Massachu-than Ohio
setts. Five-sevenths of Iowa’s working-
men own homes, while but one-third of
Ohio’s and two-sevenths of Illinois’
workingmen enjoy a similar luxury.
nessmakers $2, and laborers $1.45....
A county-seat war is imminent in Potter
County, Dakota. Gettisburg cl&iins to have
won the prize at the last election from For-
est City. Over 2,000 Indians are concen-
trated at the latter place to prevent the re-
moval of the records, which is threatened
by the Gettisburg people. . . .James Collins,
a Panhandle Railway agent at Cadiz Junc-
tion, Ohio, fled Ohristmas night, taking
$10,000 of stolen and borrowed money. . . .
C. B. Bird, a Sioux City clothier, has failed
for $25,000.
mE SOUTH.
A San Antonio (Texas) dispatch reports
that “as a passenger tnin on the Southern
Pacific was nearing the bridge crossing the
Pecos River a number of torpedoes ex-
ploded on the track, causing the engineer
to stop the train. Six cowboys boarded the
train with drawn revolvers and compelled
the conductor to stop at Langtry, the next
small station. At Langtry twenty more
cowboys got on board and {ook possession
of the train. They were all more or less
under the influence of liquor, and amused
themselves by shooting out all th? window
lights and lamps and terrorizing the pas-
jWengers generally. As the train
* passed small stations the cow-
boys would shove their heads out
of the broken windows, and shoot and yell.
A passing freight train was saluted iu a
similar n
Cohmandeb Winfield Scott Schley,
of the Greely expedition, has been nom-
inated by the President for the post of
Chief of the Bureau of Equipment and Re-
•f Commocruiting, with the rank of modore.
An appropriation of $7,000,000 for sea-
coast defenses will be recommended to the
House this year by the Committee on Forti-
fications. The committee does not concur
in the recommendations of the Naval
Ordnance Foundry Board, which suggest-
ed the establishment of gun-foundries by
the Government The joint-committee
appointed to investigate the manufacture
of steel cannon is engaged in the
preparation of an elaborate report....
Secretary of the Treasury McCulloch says
that there is a disposition on the part of
banks and individuals throughout the coun-
try to hoard legal-tender notes in preference
to silver certificates. . . .Lieut Gen. Sheri-
dan is confined to his house by illness,
which, though serious, is said not to be
dangerous. He is suffering from a de-
rangement of the stomach, and his physi-
cian has ordered him to remain at home and
rest.... Although the excess of the assets
of the United States Treasury over demand
liabilities exceeds $137,000,000, no bond
call is to be made at present.
POL1TICAJL.
Washington special to Chicago Trib-
une: Senator Garland has returned from
his Albany visit. To a friend he said this:
“Mr. Cleveland is an excellent listener, a
broad-minded man, progressive, up with
ike an excellthe times, and will make ent Pres-
ident;” and beyond this Garland says little.
To a Star reporter the Senator said he had
been to Albany, but there was nothing con-
nected with his visit that would
properly make an interview. He saw Gov.
Cleveland, as other Democrats haVe, and
talked with him. He had never met the
President-elect before, and he was- most fa-
vorably impressed with him. The belief
among Democrats is that if Senator Gar-
land has not been offered the Attorney-
Generalship it will be tendered him. " ____
Gov. Cleveland last week gave a reception
to about three hundred ladies and gentle-
men whose hospitality he had enjoyed in Al-
bany, Troy, and Buffalo. The visitors from
the latter city arrived in the morning, and
spent some hours in inspecting the State
House. Two sisters of President Arthur
assisted the sisters of the Presidentelect
in receiving guests at the Executive Man-
sion. During the day the claims of Wm.
H. Barnnm to a seat jn the Cabinet were
presented by a delegation from Connecticut
Washington correspondents assert that
“leading Democrats are endeavoring to urge
Senators Bayard and Garland not to accept
positions in the Cabinet if they shall be
offered to them. The argument is that the
administration party in the Senate wonld
be greatly weakened by the retirement of
Bayard and Garland, and that experienced
and capable men will be needed in the Sen-
ate to support the administration from the
attacks of the skilled Republican majority.”
GENERAL
At a dance at Miles City, Montane, a
mm named Roberts was shot by a desper-
ado named Sullivan. Officers traced the
murderer to a ranch fifteen miles distant,
where, in resisting arrest, he killed Doc
Carlin and a child with a Shares rifle. He
lies City and Bur-then made his way to Miles
rendered. .. .Mrs.’ Williams, of Dahlgre
girls into a well ai
jumped in herself. All were drowned
n,
111., threw her two little nd
Clint Ray, a farmer at Lafayette, Ind.', shot
himself, with suicidal intent Mrs. Marin
Hill, of LaSalle, HI., also committed sui-
cide by shooting. ...Hennr 8. Hopkins &
Co., bridge-builders, of St Louis, have
made au assignment Assets, $88,000; lia-
bilities unknown ____ The Sheriff at Chicago
closed the furniture house of H. k M.
Neuberger, in Wabash avenue, whose
liabilities are probably $00,000.
Later details of the earthquake in Spain
show that the damage to property aud the
loss of life are both much greater than at
first believed. So far as reported 3,000
persons were killed and many fatally in-
inred ____ Search was made in the military
barrack?
There were 278 failures in the United
States reported during the week, against diet the fate of the Spanish treaty in the
;s in Paris, and a large number
of socialistic pamphlets found in the
kits of soldiers ____ The Great East-
ern is being prepareed for sea, bnt
owing to a doubt in regard to her
seaworthiness, she will not be allowed to
sail for New Orleans until a thorough in-
spection of all her compartments has been
made by the officials of the Board of Trade.
. . . .Apostle Cannon, of Utah, is vigorously
pushing his polygamous campaign in the
canton of Berne, in spite of the arrest and
expulsion of Mormon missionaries from
Switzerland ..... Gen. Wolseley, has
changed his route to Khartoum, and
will march by the road from Meraweh
to Berber, instead of by the desert route to
Shendy. This will delay the relief of
Khartoum two months ____ The emeralds in
the crown of the ex-Empress Eugenie,
which were sold to an English nobleman for
£40,000, ore reported to be bogus, and the
purchase money has been returned ____ The
French Senate adopted the entire budget,
including the clause establishing the prin-
ciple of taxing of religious bodies ____
Waddington, the French Embassador in
Loudou, threatens to resign if the French
financial plan before the Congo Conference
is not maintained..,. Fifteen million
'pounds is the estimated cost of the British
expedition to Khartoum, provided there is
no fighting.
The Spanish Consul at New Orleans has
notified the Secretary of the Treasury that
he has information of a fiilibustering expe-
dition abont to leave that point for Cuba.
____ C. B. Simmons, a prominent citizen of
Louisville, is a defaulter, to the Louisville
and Nashville road for $34,038. and has fled
to Canada. He has been local
treasurer of the road for fourteen years ____
A hotel at Warm Springs, N. C., valued at
$150,000, was burned, os were also the
brewery of Oscar Gulick at Worcester,
Mass., aud Egbert’s knitting mill at Cohoes,
N. Y ____ J. M. Bailie, formerly a book-
keeper in the National Bank of America, at
Chicago, where he embezzled $5,800,
has been arrested in New Orleans ____
Cards have been issued at Gordonsville,
Va., announcing the engagement of Willie
Scott, 4 years of age, aud 'Jennie Ferry, 6
years old ____ Recent finds of gold at Fort
Mountain, Ga., have led to the discovery
of silver mines in the same district. , . .The
street-car men at New Orlens have struck
for increased wages.
Senator Sabin said, in a recent inter-
view, that it was nearly impossible to pre-
Revicw of tho Induitrial Sitratioii In
the Irlnclpal Manufacturing
States of the Union.
fNew York special to Chicago News.]
Twenty columns of Bradatreet's space is
occcpied thin week with the results of a
most important investigation into the gen-
eral condition of tho leading manufactur-
ing industries of the United States. The
inquiries embrace twenty-two States—
Maryland. Virginia, West Virginia, Ken-
tucky, Missouri, aud all north thereof.
There had been a general reduction of
wages in industrial lines varying from 20
to 25 per cent., and, in some instances, to
30 per cent, taking ttie year through. In
some lines the rednetions are as low of
10 to 15 per cent Skilled workers
iu specialties are exempt or par-
tially exempt from this. The reduced
forces at work range from 33 per cent,
at some points among iron workers to
an avenge of 20 per cent (against 1880) for
the States reported, to 19 per cent among
glass -workers; 17 per cent among taboooo
operatives; 16 per cent., woolen goods; 14
percent, bools and shoes; and 12} per
cent, among cotton workers. The reduc-
tions referred to do not include the shrink-
age of clerical forces in mercantile houses.
Among industrial wage-earners the redno-
tions in wages have been great where there
have been no industrial organizations or
weak ones. It must not be overlooked that
a considerable share of the number re-
ported now out of work will soon be busy
again, stoppages of mills and fnctotfes in
various lines being customary at Ibis season.
The record by States is as follows:
STATES.
305 in the preceding week, and 260, , Senate. The opposition of the sugar in-
iffht.242, and 161 in the corresponding weeks of ' he ̂ °nght, wonld not amount (o
so much as that of the tobacco men. It
1883, 1882, and 1881 respectively. Abont
80 per cent were those of small traders
whose capital was less than $5,000. In the
principal trades they were as follows: Gen-
eral stores, 52; grocers, 41; clothing, 27;
was generally conceded, he said, that
Bayard conld have a place in the Cabinet
if he wanted it The Senator was of
the opinion that the Democrats in the






















































Of the number reported displaced by the
depression in trade, less than 18,000 is re-
ported doe to strikes, or abont 5 3-10 per
cent In the seventeen leading industnai
cities the number reported dispensed with
by striking i» 177,115, or nearly 56 per cent










New York .............. 227,352 55,550 24
Philadelphia ........... 185,527 40,000 21
Chicago ................ 79,415 10,400 13
Boston ................ 69,213 4,500 7 6-10
Baltimore .............. 66,338 2,000 3 6-10
Cincinnati ............. 54,517 4,500 8 3-10
Brooklyn .............. 47,587 4,850 10 3-10
8L Louie ............... 41.825 3.870 9 4-10
Plttabnrg .............. 36,930 6,000 16
Troy and vicinity ...... 22,434 8,200 37
Cleveland and vicinity. 21,724 8,500 39
Paterson ............... . 19,799 4,500 22 8-10
BnlTalo. ................ 18,021 4,600 25
Louisville .............. 17,448 4,295 25
Detroit ................. 16,110 9,950 62
Richmond ............. 14,047 3.500 25
Wheeling .............. 6,512 2,000 36
Total ............... 923,799 177,1ft 19
The employes in blast furnaces, rolling
• missiou during the next four years. .
irodacejmd provmons, 7; menu famish- , Some eIcjtem“nt has been caused in police
f ___ __ a „ r, , ’ ’ — 7“ ----- 7 ; Dome excitement nas oeen caused in police
harness, 4; hnato and mate^Toyrtogea. : Kary hafissned a cironlar to which hs
3 grain 2; fancy goods, 2; butchers, 2. thllt chinege mOTohants once re8i.
Among the msokendes reported are those . dcnts o( the country, may be admitted on
Flioi. dry goods merchants of ttlo w 1
Ottawa, Ulinou; Henry B.
of Baltimore; John Ewi
^rihno^ e^^aTweler
ng, a grocer of
Xenia, Ohio; and Wangler <fc Co., cigar
manufactures in New York.
According to Bradstreet’a, the total
manner, several hundred shots
fired, and the roof of the cars riddled.
They robbed the train boy of his stock of
peanuta and candies, but,’ so far as known,
nobody was shot. Judgj Falon, United
l District Attorney Evans, and Sheriff
i were among tho passengers, but
ht it best not to make their idenlity
a. The gang left the train at Uvalde,
riding oyer sixty miles. ...An un-
q assassin, standing near a window in
at Longview, Kv., fired five
in quick succession, killing Jacob
wounding Peter Adcock,
is much excitement in the Fort
pa) region over tho dis-
silver mine, the ore assay-





Peeves. .......................... $6.25 6.75
Hoos ............................ 4.25 @4.75
number of failures in the United States for Spring.’. ’. ’. ’ .*!’.*!! ^82 @
the year 1884 shows a large increase in the j Corn_n^°- 2 11611 ............... J2 ||
rate of mercantile mortality. This is made Oats- White. ! . . . . ! . . . . ’. .!..!! . . !s4 @ Ish
apparent by the following comparative t Pobk— Now Mess................ 12.50 @13.00
to Kia • I cmcAuo.
iaDie . ! Beev’ES— Choice to Prime Steers. 6.00 @ c.50.... 4 . . Percent. . Good Shipping ........ 5.25 @6.73
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1882.... 7,6:15 47,469.000 93,238,000 51
1883.... 10, 299 90,804.000 175.968,000 52
1884.... 11, COO 130,000,000 240,000,000 54
Here is an increase of over 12 per cent in
the total number of failures for 1884, as
421.000, and in the States reported above
388.000. Returns indicate that at least 80,-
000 of such operatives have been dispensed
with, or 20 6-10 per cent Of operatives
on clothing in New York, New England,
Pennsylvania and Ohio, at least 35,000
fewer are at work now than a year ago, or
over 27 per cent of those in 1880. On
cotton goods the decline in the number of
operatives in New England, New York,
New Jersey and Pennsylvania is 20,000/
or nearly 12} per cent, of the total in
1880. On woolen goods the decline
Newin New England,  York, New
Jersey and Pennsylvania is abont
24,000, or 16 per cent of the total four
In boots and shoes, so fur asyears
Good to Choice Spring. . 8.25 @ 3.75
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............. 71 @ .72
i RedNo. 2  Winter ........ 72 @ .74
COBN-NO.2 .. .................... 36 @ .86
Oath-No. 2 ....................... 24 0 .20
RYE-No. 2 ........................ 51 0 .53
BABLEY— No. 2 ................... 57 A .59
against 1883, a probable gain of 44 per j butte :— Choice Creamery. ....... 26 @ .28
cent in assets and of 37 per cent in liabil-
ities. The total number of bank failures
Fine Dairy ............ 19 @ .20
Cheese— Full Cream. ......... ... .12 <9 .13
thi« your is 121 against 45 kat year, orone ' E„of4_Kr“,kllramc:1 Fl“; ;;;;;;;; $ g $
and three-quartor times as many as in 1883; Potatoes-Ncw, per bn .......... 38 0 .40
of which national bank failures have in- I Poke -Mesa ..................... 10.60 @11.00
creased from 8 to 11, State banks from LahI) .............. TOLEDO** '06 "® ,06*
5 1°, banks from 2 i Whkat-N0. 2 Red .......... .' ..... 70 0 .7m
to 11. Of the 121 bonk failures re- cohn-No. 2 ....................... 40 @ .41
ported for 1884, the number which Oats— No. 2........ .............. 27.0 .29
(so far os known) may be ascribed to MILWAUKEE.'Wheat— No 2 .....
speculation direct or indirect within them cokn— Na 2.'.' . .’ ’. ’. ’. ! !40 @ i
or on the part of those indebted to them is i Oats— No. 2. ..... 27 & .28
67, or over one-half. For ftie nifie months ! Baulky— No. 2..., ............... w 0 .82
ended Sept. 27 the tolal number of “specu- ! MeRS ......................
lative failures" of banks was 55, of which 22 | ............. ST.’ LOUIB.
were of stock-broking “bankers,” 15 were Wheat— No. 2 Red ................ 79 @ .81
due to fronds or embezzlements based on ; ............. * ....... « § ’55
appropriations of the banks' funds for the bye. .......... '.46 I M
purpose of speculatiug. and 3 were caused , Pobk-Mcss ..... ......... 11.25 011.60
by being large creditors of those who failed 1 CINCINNATI,
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London Truth states that at the recent Flour ......... ............... 4.75 0 6.25




, Corn -Mixed ....................
the Emperor of Germany a marriage was Oats— No. 2 White ...............
arranged between the Czarowitz Nicholas *>0RK INDIAN APOLIB.
Alexandrovitchanda daughter 'of Crown- ! Wheat— No. 2 Red, New .......... 73 0 .75
Prince Frederick William of Germany;... j OoRN-ljlxed ...................... 84 0 .36
Ilxed.At Ballyduff. County Waterford, Ireland, j ]
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detailed, there are 18,000 fewer operatives
at work than fonr years ago (8,000 tem-
porarily in New England), or about 14 per
cent, fewer than in 1880. This industry is,
however, relatively less depressed than the
others specified. In New York, Penn-
sylvania, Ohio, and Kentucky there are re-
ported 13,000 fewer employes of tobacco
mahnfactnrers, or abont 17 per oent of the
total in 1880. In Paterson, N. J., there
are 2,000 fewer silk operatives at work, or
about 16 per cent, of the whole number in
1880. In Pennsylvania, Ohio, and jn St.
Louis about 4,700 operatives in the glass
factories have been laid off, being abont 19




Gov. Cleveland will resign his office Jan.
6, and go to Buffalo on the 8th. On the
9th he will attend a charity ball at the Gen-
esee Honse, Buffalo, and then return to this
city, where he will remain until he goes to
Washington. He has already engaged
rooms, and after the 9th of January will be
at home to all his fellow citizens. It is
generally nnderstood here, as elsewhere,
that Senator Bayard may have a place in
the Cabinet, bnt the President-elect has not
yot determined whom else he will invite to
his council board. He will probably take
three members of the Cabmet from the
East, two from the South* and two from
the Northwest. Of the two from the North-
west Indiana will furnish one and Ulinois
or Wisconsin the other.
President-elect Cleveland is much inter-
ested in the probable result of the Illinois
SeQatorial contest, bnt while freely express-
ing the hope that a Democrat may be elected
he carefully refuses to express a preference
for either of the Democrats who have
been named as candidates for the office.
*!
What a "Smaah” Is, and How It la Han-
dled.
While the rush of New York’s out-
going mail is at its height, and men are
working tooth and nail to make some
progress against the innndating flood
that comes in from the business houses,
•he rumble of heavy wagons comes
faintly in through the open doorways
at the northern end of the building and
a growl of pardonable profanity passes
around among the hard-worked men as
they think of over 100,000 extra pieces
suddenly to be dumped upon their
Hands. This is a “smash” in the ver-
nacular of the postoffice. It is like a
break in the levee to the inhabitants of
a Mississippi lJtown, and can be con-
quered only by the most herculean ef-
forts. It differs from the western flood
chiefly in the frequency of its coming.
It is at such times as this that the
splendid efficiency of the New York
postofflee is shown to perfection. The
magnificent spectacle of a regiment of
trained men working together with the
precision of clock work, and a keen in-
tensity which causes great mountains
of paper to dwindle away into a thou-
sand receptacles, is worth going a great
ways to see. But few are privileged to
see it. The postoffice is a hard nut to
orack. It is a nut with two shells. All
con penetrate the outer husk, but when
it comes to cracking the inner shell,
the penetralia of this hive of industry,
one must have uncommon good luck to
make a success of it.
Exactly how big a “smash” it would
take to overwhelm the office is one of
those problems that have never yet
been solved, for the reason that the of-
fice has always come out triumphant
from the severest trials. Considering
that the daily average of pieces handled
is two and a quarter millions, and that
tho run of mail matter is always more
or less irregular, the working lorce at
the disposition of Postmaster Pearson
must of necessity be large and flexible
—that is to say, some must be qualified
to move from one place to another
whenever stress comes upon a particu-
lar department. But when, on th6 con-
trary, the constant pressure of the reg-
ular work is brought into consideration
one cannot help wondering that tho
office should be capable of performing
doone of the tremendous spurts which so
frequently is recorded by it.
It is safe to say that there is no bus-
ier spot on earth than this clearing
house of Uncle Sam’s. No one can
spend a couple of hours within the
great rotunda and wonder that eo many
of the employes are cultivating short-
ness of sight arid open spaces on the
tops of their heads. The ceaseless
pulse of labor which beats there day
and night, week day and holiday, year
in and year out, is enough to make
tho mere spectator dizzy. The big
postoffice is always busy.
The first thing which happens to a
piece of mail matter when it enters the
office at either end, is the stamping of
the day and hour upon it. This record
is never omitted. It is the depart-
ment’s badge of honor, for one can al-
ways see with what celerity his mail
reache j its destination after it has once
been branded with the familiar “P. O.
N. Y:n Next comes the distribution,
so divided up into “large” and “close”
assortments that the utmost speed is
attained by several handlings. In the
case of mails coming into town, os
much assortment as possible has al-
rcad taken place. The bai^k letters, for
instance, have* been placed together,
and they are always bundled firsts This
one department is no child’s play, for
the New York banks receive from 2.009
to 4,000 letters apiece every day. Then
comes the separation of box* letters
from carrier letters, by distributing
clerks of the highest degree of expert-
ness, and then the more “close” distri-
bution, either into the boxes of the dif-
ferent carriers or of the box tenants.
If it be near the carrier hour of depart-
ure the olerks are coucentrated upon
their mail while the box delivery fills
up the chinks of time between whiles.
These are somewhat familiar processes,
however, and do not need enlarging
upon.— New York Herald.
The Mythical Lost Atlantis.
The ancients had a legend that be-
yond the Pillars of Hercules, what we
now call the Htroits of Gibraltar, there
existed a vast continent inhabited by
civilized people. Mr. H. Meyer tell*
of certain archaeological discoveries he
made recently on the island of Zapa-
tera, Yucatan, which show that the pre-
historic nations which occupied Cen-
tral America believed, or pi oiessed to
know that such a continent really ex-
isted in the Atlantic Ocean. He found,
he says, “two stone tables, one of which
contains a representation of the world,
part of Afrioa and Asia united, Europe
and this continent; a large continent
is situated in the Atlantic Ocean, which
I consider to be the mythical lost At-
lantis, mentioned in Rome of the ancient
authors. The tablet contains inscrip-
tions, of which part is undoubtedly
Phoenician." This’ is really interesting,
and it is not impossible that even since
the race was advanced enough to have
a history, that a continent may have
been submerged under the sea. The
eastern coast of our country is steadily
wearing away, while Sweden, Norway,
and portions of the western continent
of l urope are gaining ground from the
waters near them. Land, in what is
now the Atlantic Ocean, would account
for many of the remains of ancient peo-
ples, now found in Mexico, Oentral and
South America. The discovery of
Phoenician characters in the inscrip-
tions tells the story of that wonderful
maratime people who flourished and
co -trolled the sea-going












Mb. Robert J. Bubdhtte, hw ended
his twelve years’ connection with the
Burlington Hawkey c, and will make
his home at Ardmore, Pennsylvania.
He says he had ho quarrel with the
Hawkey e\ “we still speak as we pass
bye; but the Hawkey e can't come down
hereto be edited, and I won’t goto
Burlington to edit it."
sippi save the venerable patriarch, J.
H. Stevens. Aside from the garrison
at Fort Snelling, for hundreds of miles
above and below this point no tree, or
stone, or blade of grass has been dis-
turbed. But the Judge soon found
limself unable to live on his claim or
to sell it, and it was accordingly sold at
Sheriff’s sale for $35— Judge Atwater
being too poor to purchase it, thus a
second time losing the chance of own-
ing the site of what, a few years after-
wards, is a great and prosperous city.
A San Diboo, California, fruit-grow-
er has. brought suit against the owner
of an apiary for keeping several
hundred, stands of bees on government
land three-quarters of a mile from his
premises. The plaintiff is engaged in
cultivating grapes for conversion into
raisins, and alleges that during the
drying season the bees destroy large
quantities of the fruit He claims that
the apiarist has no right to occupy pub-
lic land to his detriment, but does so
maliciously, and asks for $1,000 dam-
ages. __
A rich New York widower is the
possessor of a fine portrait of his wife
who died over ten years ago. At the
end of five years he engage an artist to
retouch the picture and add that time
to the age of the subject, so that the
pictured face of the wife whom he
adored might keep. pace with his own
increasing years. The act was done
with all the sincerity and tenderness,
and now it has again been done, and
the dress of his beloved is brought to
the prevailing fashion of 1884, and the
face made correspondingly older.
There wus a building going up op-
posite a Boston uesthete’s window, and
in watching the workmen she was de-
lighted to see the variety and pictur-
esqueness f of several hod-carriers’
clothes. “One of them,” she remarked,
“had on garments almost medieval in
cut, and something like a helmet on his
head. I made a sketch of him, ant
here it is. Tell me, is it usual for hod-
carriers in this country to exhibit so
much of artistic sensibility in dress ?”
“Only after election,” was the reply.
The fellow had utilized a campaign club
uniiorm.
“Mr. Gladstone,” according to a
London journalist, quoted by Dr,
Heinemann, “performs the operation of
handshaking in three stages. First, he
takes your outstretched member softly
in his grasp, so that the fork of your
stump and the fork of his are in the
closest possible contact and alliance.
Then you learn that the premier’s
hand is cool, soft, and elastic, full of
tiny muscles and bones, and all alive,
as it were. There are reassurance, in-
vitation, and interrogation, cordiality,
zest, and confidence. And now comes
the grip, which is the second stage of
the process. It is firm and decisive,
and lasts as long as it takes the Pre-
mier to inquire after your health and
welcome you, if you are welcome.
Lastly, you are released with a sorrow-
ful clutch that delays the departure of
your finger-tips to the last fraction of a
second. This is how Mr. Gladstone
will salute a friend and political ad-
herent; his way of shaking hands with
a political opponeit— say the Marquis
of Salisbury— -I can tell you nothing
whatever about”
FOREWARNED.
A Chapter About Presentiments of Fatal
Occurrences and Strange Incidents.
“The world is full of superstitious
people,” said a writer, recently, “and
from the nurse who hears the 'death
watch’ to the soldier who loses his
spirits as the hour of action arrives, the
idea that fatal warnings are received
and frequently disregarded is well-nigh
universal”
Superstition takes different forms in
different countries, and in each the
death omens are faithfully believed in
by old women and nurses. Among the
country people of England there is a
firm belief in the ominbus, harsh, tick-
ing death watch ; in Ireland, the death
fetch; ih Wales, the canny blycyrph, or
corpse candle, and in this country it is
the sound of the cricket in the fireplace.
Many also turn pale at the mournful
howling of the dog at night, believing
3h
of this dream, sir?’’ said the A^orne?
General Mr. Lincoln, who sat with
his chin on his breast, replied : “Well,
I am on a great, broad, rolling river,
and I am in a boat, and I drift and I j
drift— but this is not business, gentle* !
men (as Secretary Stanton entered);
let us proceed to business.” President
Lincoln was shot down by Booth the
same nighit— Brooklyn Eagle.
MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.
Spurgeon insists that there is no sin
in smoking. In a discourse at the Tab-
ernacle he declared th at if anybody could
show him in the Bible the command,
“Thou shalt not smoke,” he was ready
to keep it “I find,” he said, “ten com-
mandments, and it’s as much as I can
do to keep them ; and I’ve no desire to
make them into eleven or twelve. If a
man may think it a sin to have his
boots blacked let him give it up and
have them whitew ashed. I wish to say
that I am not ashamed of anything
whatever that I do; I don’t think
smoking makes mq ashamed, and there-
fore I mean to smoke.”
The Island of Java is rapidly recov-
ering from the effects of the dreadful
volcanic eruption of lost year. Com-
merce has been restored, and the prod-
ucts have been unusually large this
season. The exportations of ivory,
nutmegs, cinnamon, and other spices
will exceed in bulk those of former
years. None of the coffee plantations
have resumed, however, there being a
supply of coffee on hand sufficient to
meet the wants of commerce for three
years. Since the volcanic eruption the
waters of the sea have receded gradu-
ally, and the shape of the island is now
very nearly what it formerly was.
Monuments will be erected to mark the
sites of the destroyed cities and villages.
The latest craze is to learn to be-
come ambidextrous, and a point is
made that one should especially be
able to write well with . either hand
So many persons lose a hand, you know
—an awful thing, you know— and if
they can’t write with their left hand,
where are they ? This is something ab-
solutely awful to contemplate, and the
mystery is why some one didn’t discov-
er it long ago. About one person in
50,000 loses a hand in the ordinary vo-
cations of life. Nor is it alwaysdhe
right hand; so that it is probably safe
to say that in 35,000 persons one loses
a hand annually— that is, it is not the
the same person that annually loses a
hand, but some one loses one hand one
year, and some one else loses one the
next, and so on. Appalled by the con-
templation of these deplorable acci-
dents, there is a movement to study
sinistral chirography, and, as usual,
we may soon expect to hear some
School crank advocating it as a “branch”
in popular education. Let everybody
begin at once, or we shall have it intro-
duced in the school curriculum before
another year passes. What possible
sense can there be in having a boy or
girl learning to write left-handed be-
cause of one chance in 35,000 of losing
the right hand ? By exactly the same
course of reasoning it might be insisted
that pupils should be taught to write
and play the piano with their toes, for,
you know, so many people lose both
hands! Let the very few unfortunate
enough to lose a hand learn to write
with the left hand, if they think it will
pay. But in the name of long-suffering
humanity, don’t impose on the rest.
Blondin, at 60, is fat and slightly
gray, but he is as clever and daring as
ever on the rope. It is now more than
a quarter of a century since he first
crossed the Niagara River, and he looks
back to the feat as the greatest of his
life. His home is named Niagara Villa.
The rope on which he walks at exhibi-
tions is two inches in diameter, made
of hemp bound around a core of steel.
His balancing poles run from thirty-
seven to forty-seven pounds in weight,
according to the hight at wrich he per-
lorms, which ranges from forty to 100
feet. He has never yet had a fall, and
only one slight accident. He was
called Blondin, by the way, on account
of the color of his hair, his real name
being Jean Francois Gravele.
Judge Isaac Atwateb, of Minneapo-
lis, Minnesota, in responding to the
toast, “The Old Settler,” at the open-
ing of the West Hotel, in Minneapolis,
recently, related how, in 1849, he. was
offered tlie land upon which the city of
Minneapolis is now located for $50, but
declined the investment Two years
afterwards Judge Atwater took up a
claim of 160 acres, comprising the pres-
ent site of the city, and constructed
that oost him $62.
Peoria Tramscript: The newspapers
are filled with accounts of strange elec-
tion bets now being paid. A Boston
man ate a cooked crow. A woman sold
$100 worth of peanuts on the street. A
Southern Blaine man stood on the
street comers at the market place and
shouted “Hurrah for Cleveland,” for
one hour at mid day. Wheelbarrow
bets innumerable have been paid. A
strong Blaine man, who had reason to
believe early in the campaign there
would be an addition to the census, has
had his expectations realized, and ac-
cording to the terms of a wager, was
obliged to call the youngster Cleveland.
Accidents had not been provided for,
however, and the good woman patrioti-
cally helped him out by presenting him
with twins, so he pays his bet and grati-
fies a patriotic instinct by calling one
Blaine and the other Cleveland. A
yonng lady bet fifty kisses against a
seal-skin sacqno that Cleveland would
be elected. She wins the sacquo and
will marry the loser. None of these,
however, have come out more qneerly
than the market woman in this city
who, in the event of Cleveland being
elected was to wheel a certain individu-
al aroiind the Peoria public square. She
stands ready to fulfill the contract to
the letter, but the bond nowhere speci-
fies that she is to wheel his clothes.
The gentleman objects to playing the
Lady of Coventry, exposed to Peeping
Toms. Especially does he object to
sitting in a wheelbarrow, this kind of
weather, clothed with nothing but
manly blushes. There seems to be no
remedy for this. The 160 pounds of
human flesh is all the lady will wheel
—not one ounce of old or new clothes.
It may be safely said this is one of theit a house -r.- ___ . ___ __ ____ ___ . .
Vm no mu Und wrt of th, Mbma- beta that nrr« be paid.
that it only occnrs at the near approac
of death. Some also regard the buz-
zing of a fly in a sick chamber as a bad
sign, while down South the negro thinks
it indicates a coming death if a whip-
poorwill comes into the house. But
this belief in the supernatural is not
confined to the ignorant and illiterate,
for it is a matter of history that it has
had its effect upon the minds of some
of the greatest.
The assassinated Duke of Bucking-
ham saw his father’s ghost previous to
the itivent that ended his existence.
The historian Clarendon states that one
Mr. Toure, officer of the King’s ward-
robe, was lying in bed at Windsor
when an old man of imposing appear-
ance pulled aside the bed curtains, and
fixing his eyes on him asked if he knew
who he was. Toure was almost scared
out of his wits, but nevertheless replied
that he thought his mysterious visitor
was Sir George Villiers, father of the
Duke of Buckingham. The ghost said
he was right, and then told him to go
to the Duke and tell him that if he did
not make friends of the people he
would not live long. Toure tried the
next day to make himself believe that
he had been dreaming, but Sir George
paid him two more visits at night, and
he concluded to inform the Duke.
Buckingham swore that no one could
have come to this knowledge but the
devil, and paid no heed to the warning.
His mother, to whom he related the
occurrence, was impressed by it, and
when she heard of his death, received
the intelligence as foreseen.
The wife of William the Silent, of
Holland, had a presentiment of his
death. As soon as she saw the assassin
Gerard she anxiously asked who he
was, saying she had never seen so vil-
lainous a countenance. The King
langhed at her, but less than two hoars
later he had fallen by the man’s hands.
While Lord Bacon was in London his
father was dying in Paris. The former,
just before the decease of his sire,
dreamed that Ins house was plastered
all over with black mortar. On the
night previous to the attack of the
French General Massena on Lord Wel-
lington’s position on the Sierra de
Baracotte the troops of the latter had
lain down to sleep. The Colonel who
commanded the Connaught Ranger had
not slept long before he started up in
great alarm, and, to on officer near him,
said : “Don, I have had a most extraor-
dinary dream, such as I had once before
the night previous to an unexpected
battle. Depend upon it we shall be at-
tacked, and that very soon." The offi-
cer spoken to made a hasty tour, and
reported all qniet, and the Colonel
went to sleep again. In less than an
hour he was up again, and gave the
alarm just as the French columns were
climbing the hills in front of their po-
sitions.
A story is related of an old lawyer in
London who was well off and had a
place in the country, where he lived
during the holidays with only his two
servants, an old married couple, who
had been twenty-seven years in his ser-
vice. The old gentleman was about to
eat his dinner at his home on one occa-
sion, he states, when it suddenly flashed
across his mind: “Here I am, a lonely
old man; nobody cares for me; there
is nobody near to help me if anything
should happen to me. What if my old
servant and his wife have been cheating
and robbing me all the time? What il
they want to get rid of me, and have
poisoned this glass of wine?” The con-
sequence was that he did not drink the
wine, but called the butler and com-
plained of being ill. When he rang for
his servants in the morning they had
both disappeared. An examination re-
vealed the fact that $10,000 worth of
wine had disappeared ‘from the cellar,
and the glass which he had not drank
was poboned.
It is s’ated of Sir William Wilber-
force that on one occasion, while sitting
on a camp-stool close to a river, en-
gaged in reading, something told him
that he might become drowsy and fall
into the water. He accordingly moved
back Irom the water, and some few
minutes later did become so sleepy that
he fell off the stool flat on the ground
as though dead.
Professor Proctor, of astronomical
fame, relates how the martyred Presi-
dent Lincoln, at the last Cabinet meet-
ing which he held, said to those around
him with a very solemn face: “Gen-
tlemen, something very extraordinorv
is going to happen and "that very soon.”
The Attorney General . observed:
“Something .good, jair, 1 hope,” when
"the President answered: “I don’t
know, I don’t know; but it will happen
and shortly, too.” The Attorney Gen-
eral aaksd: “Have you received any
information, sir, not yet disclosed to ns ?”
“No,”- answered the President, but I
have had a dream, and I have now had
the same dream three times— once the
night preceding Bull Run, once on the
evening before another battle, and this
last night” “Might one ask the nature
America’s First Rebellion.
Some time in 1793, a certain man had
made himself obnoxious by entering
his still at the excise office. . His build-
ing was thereupon cut to pieces, which
process was humorously called “mend-
ing” it, the “mendersi” were, by a
farther stretch of fancy, called “tink-
ers." Each member was a tinker, and
then and there the opposition to the
excise laws labeled itself “Tom the
Tinker.” On the forest trees commenc-
ed to appear threatening letters,
signed by “Tom the Tinker.” “Tom
the Tinker's” awful chirography stared
scores of unoffending distillers excise-
men, and Government informers from
the sides of barns and honses, order-
ing them to enroll themselves under
his banner, surrender their commis-
sions or publish a card admitting their
submission to his authority in the Pitts-
burgh Gazette. The mob element had
surely assumed a party name which
had the ring of Democracy to it, and it
is actually a fact that “Tom, the Tink-
er" come to be applied, with due seri-
ousness and respect, to anyone who was
known to be opposed to the laws— to
even such orderly gentlemen as Albert
Gallatin, Edward Cook, H. H. Brack-
enridge, and William Findley. (The
two latter were members of the Assem-
bly from Alleghany and Westmoreland
Counties.) Liberty poles wore also
raised in the disaffected region by this
mischievous “Will-o’-the-Wisp,” from
whicli flaunted such inscriptions as “An
equal tax and no excise.” and “Un ted
we stand, divided we fall.” But very
soon the popular frenzy, marshaled un-
der the shadow of the impersonal
“Tom,” commenced to be directed by
individuals. During the winter of
1793-4, whan the laws appeared to bo
gaining ground, and many of the dis-
tillers had signified their intention to
abide by them, an association was
formed in the vicinity of Inspector Ne-
ville’s home, which, by the most violent,
was considered as friendly to “Tom the
Tinker,” bat, by the cautious, it is said
to have had for its object the checking
of the popular fury and the confining
of it to petitions and legitimate meas-
ures of opposition. It was called the
—The Owosso factories have shut down
to six hours’ work per day.
—Ogden Center school children are near-
ly all down with the mnmps.
—The Lndington oil well is down 1,100
feet and yields 40 per cent brine.
—The city of Lndington has been given
a plat of ground for park purposes.
—The Battle Creek Workingmen’s So-
ciety has been organized with 125 members.
— Jshpeming’s fine hotel, the Nelson
House, is filled now-a-days with gold
hunters.
—The Adventist College at Battle Creek
has received $1,000 from some unknown
friend in Florida.
Mingo Creek Society and consisted of
a battalion of the Washington County
—Five hundred dollars’ worth of now
books has been ordered for the Battle
Creek public library.
—Good board can be obtained at Ann
Arbor cheaper, it is said, than in any other
college town in America.
—Battle Creek has a new city directory
with 4.886 names in it. This number raul-
tiplied by 2b the conceded multiple, gives
that city a population of nearly 11,000.
—The shipments of forest products from
Muskegon by water this season were as fol-
lows: Lumber, 529,127.000 feet; lath, 29,-
760,000; shingles, 134,727,000; slabs, 9,000
cords; ties, 20,000; pickets, 25,000.
—A most remarkable statement comes
from Elmira. The business depression
has struck the saloons, and they are not
paying. In most places a buslnetw de-
pression means plenty of trade for the
saloons.
—Considerable kicking is being done in
Wexford County over the fact that the
Board of Supervisors have leased the
second-story of a business block in Cadil*
lac for county offices, for five years, at
$1,009 per year.
—The mneh-prized whiteflsh of the groat
lakes is threatened with extermination,
notwithstanding the lakes are freely stocked
with young fish every year. The trouble is
due to the use of trap nets, which destroy
great numbers of fish before they are half
grown.
militia, to be governed by a President j
and council, the latter to be chosen
—The Governor has pardoned Timothy
Lynch, convicted in Bay City ten years ago
for attempted criminal assault. His case
was taken to the Supreme Court, and, upon
its being decided adversely, he forfeited
his recognizance and has since resided in
Canada.
every six months by the people of the
several Captains’ districts. No person
holding either a State or a United
States office could be elected President
but the society had the power of “re-
commending” capable persons to the
legislative bodies. If its members had
any grievances which they wished re-
dressed they were to apply to the so-
ciety for relief, rather than to any court
of justice. This was certainly an or-
ganization which was alarmingly alike
a military tribunal, and a strange in-
stitution to be established in a fr .e rep-
resentative country, whose very bulk-
ward of safety was supposed to be her
civil courts. But its career was too
short to be very mischievous, though
there is no doubt that eventually this
society became the machine through
which the designing David Bradford
hoped to organize an irresistible insur-
rection against the United States Gov-
ernment — Magazine of American
History,
Names of the Fabric*.
Everything connected with one’s
business is of importance. Very few
dry goods men know the origin of the
names of many of the goods they
handle. . These may seem trivial points,
but they are of interest to the man who
seeks to bo thoroughly familiar with
the merchandise in which he deals.
For the information of snob we give
the derivation of the names of the fol-
lowing goods: Damask is from Dam-
ascus; satins, from Zaytown, in China;
calico, from Calicut, a town in India,
formerly celebrated for its cotton cloth,
and where calico was also printed.
Muslin is named from Mosul, in Asia;
alpaca, from an animal of Pei u, of the
Hama species, from whose wool the
fabric is woven. Buckram takes its
name from Bokhara. Fustian comos
from Fostat, a city of the Middle Ages,
from which the modern Cairo is de-
scended; taffeta and tabby, from a
street in Bagdad; cambric, Irom Cam-
brai. Gauze has its name from Gaza;
baize, frem Bajac; dimity, from
Damietta; and jeans, from Jean. Drug-
get is derived from a city in Ireland,
Drogheda. Duck comes from Torque,
in Normandy. Blanket is called after
Thomas Blankett, a famous clothier
connected with the introduction of
woolens into England about 1340.
Serge derives its name from Xerga, a
Spanish name for a peculiar woolen
blanket. Diaper is not frorii D’ Y pres,
as is sometimes stated, but from the
Greek diaspron figured. Velvet is from
the Italian velluto, wooly, (Latin, vol-
lus, q hide or pell) t Shawl is the San
—The Chicago Tribune says : Two
members of the “Sand Club,’’ a band of
burglars hailing from Detroit, are nnder
arrest at the Armory ^and it is said that they
are wanted for nearly a score of offenses.
They are John Prince, alias Fred Albert, 20
years old, and John A. Soxby, 21 years old,
whose right name is Khonnahan. The lat-
ter’s father, now dead, was for a number of
years an Alderman in Detroit. Another
one of the party, “ Skinny ’’ Garrison, is
supposed to be in the city, and ia badly
wanted. He is six feet two inches in,
height, and weighs 130 pounds. It is said
that he is wanted in Chatham, Canada, for
killing a Swede, whom he hit with a brick.
The latest offense charged against the
gang is the burglary of Chase's jewelry
store in Pontiac, Mich., which was entered
Dec. 5, and seven watches, valued at $250
each, together with a lot of rings and
chains, taken. None of the property has
been recovered. The “Sand Club” com-
prised eight noted burglars, bnt all the'
others are now serving sentences.
Hralth In Michigan.
Reports to tho Slate Board of Health, Lansing,
by observers in different parts of the State show
tho diseases which caused most sickness in
Mich] nan during the week ending Doc. j®. 1894,
ss follows. Number of observers beard from. 48:
Diseases in Order of Greatest






o Consumption of lung*...~ Itis.TlTonsili
Remittent fever ..........





14 Bciirlet fever ..............
IB Tvpbo-malarlal fever ....
1C Inflammation of kidney..
17| Inflammation of bowels./
lH|Tv])hoid fever (ontorloi.. .
10 MombmneouH croup ......
20 Cerebro spinal meningitis
21 Dysentery ........... . ....
22 t’holera morbus ...........
23 i Puerperal fever. .... ......
24 Cholera infantum.. ......
25' Measles ..................





















































For the week ending Dec. 20, 1884, the reporta
Indicate that whooping conch and so irlet fever
increased and that diarrhea, inflammation of
kidney, rheumatlBro, puerperal fever, typhoid
fever (enteric), remittent fever, and tonslllUa
decreased in area of prevalence.
At the State capital the prevailing wind*
skirt sola, floor ; for shawls were„tirst .j
used as carpets and tapestry. Bandan-
na iarYroln au Indiah word, meaning to
bind or tie, because they are tied in
knots before dyeing. Ghintz comes
from the Hindu word chett Delaine
is the French of “wool.”
peratwe was lower, the absolute humidity waa
feass th*. relative hnmidlty was tho same, and
dayi  and the night oxone was more.
others, diphtheria was reported present during
the week ending Dec. 2", and since, at 23 places,








during the week ending Dec. 20 were wqrt;
and, compared with the preceding week, the tew*
including reports by regular observere and
Iberia i
by. nowag loo, Emmet. Grand f
Green Oak, Hastings, Harrlsville,
The rector of a London parish ha*
not been seen within the limits of his
parish within seven years. He receives
a salary of nearly $6,000 a year, while







WILLIAM H. ROGERS, Editor.
Saiurday, January 3, 1885.
It is no disgrace to be poor, unless pov-
erty is the result of shiftlessness, laziness,
bad habits or misconduct; there is noth-
ing wrong in being rich, unless riches
have been acquired by dishonest means.
The man who wears a coarse garb and
digs for a living is not to be despised on
that account; the man who dresses in
broadcloth, wears hid gloves, and rides
In his carriage, is as good as anybody, if
he behaves as well, and pays as he goes.
Indiscriminate flings at the rich show a
mind not free from narrow prejudices,
and are In exceedingly bad taste, espec-
ially as we are all trying to get rich.
It was a wise old lady who inquired,
"What is the use of being good if your
goodness doesn’t do anybody any good f 1
and we are forcibly reminded of the perti-
nence of the query when we witness the
performances or rather non-performances
of some of our subscribers. During the
past few months we have sent bills to sub
scribers who are in arrears for the News,
but so far the returns have fallen short of
the expense of postage. This is net as it
should be— not by several degrees. If
anyene on our list does net want the pa-
per, there is no law this side of Brazil to
compel him to take it; ho can pay up and
quit at any time. But if he does want it,
if eur humble missionary efforts are doing
Jiim good, he should come forward and
ipay for his paper like a man. - There is a
. solid element of real Christianity in the
man who pays bis ordinary debts; and
this is more particularly true ot him who
keeps his accounts square with the prin-
ter. "A word to the wise” is as good as a
kick to a blind map, Write us by return
mail, or give us the light of your personal
presence.
— ' - -i — —
Chorolr Item* with the Services fox’
To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, services at
•9:80 a. m., and 2 p. ra. Sunday School
‘3:89. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,
at 7:80, Preaching by Rev. N. M. Stef-
fens, Subjects: Morning, “The glery of
God’s name.” Afternoon, Communion
aervice.
Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10:30 a. m., and 7 :30 p. m. Sunday school
at 12 m. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones,
Pastor. Morning, Second anniversary
discourse. Installation of elders and dea-
cons. Evening, 'The opening Yew.”
Congregational singing. Opening anthems
by the choir. All are welcome.
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:30 a. m., and
1:30 p. m. Sunday School at 3:15 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30.
Morning, "The Shepherds visiting Beth-
lehem." Afternoon, "Prayer and prom-
ised answer.”
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:39 a. m., and 1:30 p. m. Sun-
day school at 3:15. Subjects: Morning,
"The day of vengeance and the year of re-
demption." Afternoon, "The Christian
Sabbath, its preparation, communion and
Intention.”
Holland Christian Ref. Church-'-Ser-
. vices at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m. The
services will be conducted by Rev. J. A.
De Bruyn, pastor.
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
•George, Pastor. Services at 10 :30 a. m.,
and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :30.
Morning, "The good fight of faith.”
Evening, "The two hopes."
 - ------- 
Lake Shore,
Christmas was observed at the Melho-
flist Church on Christmas Eve. The inte-r
Hof of the church was festooned with
*f6/gfeetiS, While a Christmas tree, gaily
decorated and loaded with beautiful and
costly presents, occnpied a portion of the
platform. The exercises consisted of
readings, recitations and singing. Mrs.
Annie Gillett and Miss Eva Sonter ren-
dered excellent music on the organ, after
which the presents were distributed, amid
considerable merriment, by the Santa
Claus of the occasion. Altogether it was
a very enjoyable affair. . . .For the past
few weeks the Wesleyan minister, Mr.
Howry, has been holding a series of even-
ing meetings, in what is known as "Clap-
per’s Church.” A few evenings ago a dis-
turbance was created, when the minister
ordered the sexton to take a young man
into custody. The sexton collared the of-
fending individual, and producing a piece
of beef cord, proceeded to handcuff him
in fine style. Upon the prisoner prom-
ising not to try to escape, his hands were
untied, and he was marched off, as your
correspondent was informed, to the house
of the sexton. After twenty-four hours
imprisonment, a public apology, and a
promise of better behavior in the future,
he was liberated. ... We experienced some
very sevbre cold weather. On the morn-
ing of the 2dth Inst., at 7 o’clock, F. L.




The Governor of North Carolina said to
the Governor of 3outh Carolina: "Sir, the
best remedy in the world is Dr. Bull’s
Cough Syrup" and the latter seconded the
assertion.
In school district No. 1, of the town-
ship ot Holland, the roll of honor for’
mouth ending Dec. 19, 1834. is as follows:
Nellie Westerhof, Nellie Huntley, Gertie
Marsilje, Cecil Huntley, Harry Huntley,
Addie Huntley, Reka Bidding, Burton
Harrington, Eva Coster, Rose Coster,
Wirt Lockhart, Alfred Osborne, Gertie
Bidding, Fred Kooyers, Jennie Wester-
hof, Fred Yan Lente, Janie Van Lente,
Maud De Kraaker, Ltzie De Kraaker,
Judd Howlett, Willie Kooyers, John Van
Slooten, Anna Kamphuis, Albert Bidding,
Ike Van den Beidt.




George Richardson, Wallace Ken-
nedy, Daniel Angel and Threasher, known
to police circles as the Lamont gang, have
been hunted down and were jailed in our
county jail last Monday, for suspected
burglaries recently perpetrated in tbe
northern portion of this county.
8. B. Durfcy, mate of steamer Arizona,
had his foot badly jammed. Thomas Ec-
lectric Oil cared it. Nothing equal to it
for a quick pain reliever.
A petition of tbe Kalamazoo Law and
Order League, signed by 645 citizens, ask-
ing Gov. Begoie to revoke the commuta-
tion of Dan Van Waggoner’s sentence,
went forward last Monday forenoon. The
opinion of eminent legal authority is that
he cannot revoke the commutation.
The Clergy, Medical Faculty and Pea-
pie all endorse Burdock Blood Bitters as
tbe best system renovating, blood purify-








Our Mill is in Complete Running
Order,
WALSH, DE ROD & CO.,
Holland, Mich., Jan. 2, 1885. • 48-4t
\
9 NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.
Mortgage Sale.
Dofanlt taavlnu been made In the conditions of
a certain mort^ago made by GerrU Westerink and
....... ~ ....... . ' >f Uroek-
recorded
n the office of the "register of deeds, for the county
ninth




A large and verypine line •(
SUITIiLTQ-S
have last been received and all who desire a good
"CUSTOM MADE salt of Clothes will do well to
GIVE ME A GALL.
Farmers and
Woodsmen.
We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you cun make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Stave Bolts, 88 inches tong;
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolls 88 inches long;
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contracts or further in-
formation apply lo Fixter’s Stave Factory.
ED. VER 8CHURE, Snpt.
or to G. Van Patten & Sons’ store.
L. C. SEARS,
dealer In
Oar large ittck of READY-MADE CLOTHING
will be sold at bottom pricee.
Examine our Goods before purchas-
ing elsewhere.
J. W. B08MAK,
Holland, Mich., April 23, 1861. 12-ly
Fresh 1 Salt Meats
"RTHThITT
How do you like our new make-up?—
Holland City News. First rate, Will;
it makes your paper look a hundred per
cent better.— Commercial.
All kiudrf Of goods are very low now,
but bread and bus&lit go highland high-
er if you Use DeLand’s Saleraiw or Soda,
and it is just as cheap as any brand.
f pwial gotictf.
Diaries for 1885.
We have a fine stock of Disries for
1885. Call and see them.
48- tf YATES & KANE.
Closing Out.
Goods to he sold at Cost. We are clos-
ing out and shall, from this date, sell
Goods at Cost. We shall add such goods
as are necessary to complete our stock—
that nothing may be lacking in full milli-
nery equipment. We have on hand a full
line of desirable winter stock and shall
add, by Spring and Summer, a stock of
the most fashionable shapes in hats to be
sold at Cost for the purpose of closing out
our Ribbons and Plumes. We ask the
further patronage of our townspeople in
availing themselves of tbe tine opportuni-
ties lor bargains, and in aiding us to close
out our business. Orders for Millinery
work and Hair Work solicited. Hair
Switches and Waves sold at cost.
48-tf E. F. METZ & CO.
F. IEL WILIMIS
has put in his shop
n large, new engine
and boiler, and the
latest im pro ved
pump machinery,




at wholesale or re-
tail, at the most
^reasonable prices;
also agricultural im
plements of all descriptions; the Esterly
Twine Self Binder, the Rawson Reaper
and Mower, the Howe Reaper and the Ad-
vance Mower, the Otand de. Tours three-
horse sulky plow, the Bissel, South Bend
plow, best in the market, the _Uemming-
ton iron-beam steel plow, Kalamazoo
Spring Tooth drags, the best straight tooth
harrow for finishing land made, contain-
ing 60 teeth, South Bend steel grain drills,
3 inches for every tooth, Dowaglac Wheel
Spring Tooth Harrows, seeders and culti-
vators combined, Albion Wheel Spring
Tooth seeders and harrows combined,
Studebaker farm and freight wagons,
Kalamazoo open and top buggies, new
kind of walking cultivators, 5-tooth,
8-tooth, and 2-shovel. Detour sulky culti
vators, Aultman and Russel & Co. steam
threshers. Engines from one-horse to
one thousand -horse power. Call and see
mv new goods before purchasing else-where. P. H. WILMS.
River St., Holland, Mich., Apr. 10, ’84.
UMy. a _ •
If you wish a bargain in Paints, White
Lead, Oils, Varnishes, Paint and White-
wash Brushes, call at
Kremrrs & Banos.
Hendriktje Westerink. his wife, to Roelof
hnis, dated January 23d, A D.1873, and cordet
I  reR er a
of Ottawa and State of Michigan, on the ntl
day of Aoril, A. D. 1873. In Liber Z of mortgages,
on page 51. on which mortgage and the note ac-
corapaning the same there is claimed to be dne at
the date or this notice the sum of five hundred and
tvvcnty-ronr dollars provided for in said mortgage,
and no suit or proceedings at law or in equity hav-
ing been Instituted to recover the moneys secured
by said mortgage, or any part thereof; now there-
fore, by virtue of the power of sale contained in
said mortgage, and the statute in such case made
and provided, notice is hereby given that on Tues-
day the thirty first (31st) day of March, A. D. 1283,
nibne o’clovk In lb? i»fwrnwRt I fbali fell at rub-
,11c Auction, to the highest bidder, at the front door
of the Court House In the City of Grand Haven,
Ottawa County. Michigan (that being the place
where the Circuit Court for Ottawa County is hoi*
den), the premises described in said mortgage, or
so mneb thereof ns may be necessity to pay the
amonnt due on said morigage, with eight nc-r cent,
interest, and all legal costs, the premlseiSpeing de-
scribed in said mortgage as all those certain pieces
and parcels of land situate In the Township of
Jamestown, In the County of Ottawa, and State of
Michigan, and known and described as follows:
The south half (• %) of tbe sonth half (s %) of the
north cast quarter (n e of the north west quar-
ter (n w M) and the north half (n tf) of tbe north
half (n tf ) of the north half (n tf ) of the sonth east
quarter (s e tf ) of the north west quarter (n w tf )
of section twenty-one 121) Township five (5) north
of range thirteen (13) west, containing in all fifteen
(15) acres of land, according to United States snr-
Bated, Dec. 29th, A. D. 1884.
ROELOF BROEKHUI8, MortQaqti.
GERRIT J. DIEKEMA, AW* for Mortgagee.
n^LUTTOlT,
P’OIE^KI, and





, for a ” URAIN&NlRVH DlSRASBS. Only sure
cure far Serve Affections. Fits, Epilrfsy, etc.
Inpalublr if taken at directed. No Fits after
\first day s use. Treatise and {i trial bottle free t>
bit patients, they paying express charges on box whenI S!ni1 n*mM- P- o. and express addns* of
Jnfflirted to DR.KLINE.oti Arch St..WiiUdclt>hia.Pa.
I Druggist*. BLIFARF OF IMITATING FRAUDS.
12-ly
$5.00 FOR 35 CENTS.
A Volume of Universal Reference.
tun 2. jii k to. sTA.sbinn cyclopedia.
This Cyclopedia it dh&Hmd valuable book for
always on hand-
Fish, Poultry and Game
in their season.
I hre tlii Ikt Uriel Beefit ttie Met,
Meat delivered to any part of
City free! of charge.
Mortgage Sale.
Default having been made in the conditions of a
certain mortgage made by Harm K. Hakker and
HendrikJe Bakker, his wife, to Peter Boon and Ja-
cob Roon. dated December 22nd, A, D. 1879, and
recorded In the office of the Register of Deeds, for
theConntyof Ottawa, and State of Michigan, on
the fifth day of January, A. D.. 1882. in liber 22 of
mortgagee, on page 399 on which mortgage there
la claimed to be due at tbe date of this notice the
sum of three hundred and eiitcen dollar*, which
mortgage, and the note and debt secured thereby,
said Jacob Roon, for himself, and as the only legal
heir of Peter Roon. deceased, did on the twentieth
(20) day of December, A. D., 1883, awivn, sell and
transfer, to Roelof Broekhuis, aud which assign-
ment was recorded In the office of the Register of
Deeds for said County of Ottawa, on the 98th day
of December, A. D. 1883, at 10. o’clock, a. m , in
liber 20. of mortgages, on page 504. aud no suit or
proceeding* at law or in equity having been iusti
luted to recover the money* secured by said mort-
gage, or any part thereof; now. therefore, by vir-
tue of the power of sale contained in said mort-
gage, and tbu statute in such case made and pro-
vided, notice Is hereby given that on Tuesday, the
thirty-first (31st) day of March, A. D., 1885, at two
o’clock in tlie afternoon. I shall sell at Public Auc-
tion, to the highest bidder, at the front door of the
Court House, in the City of Grand Haven. Ottawa
County. Michigan, (that being the place where the
Circuit Court for Ottawa County is holdon), the
premise* described iu said mortgage, or so much
thereof as may be necessary to pay the amount
due on said mortgage, with seven per cent, inter-
est, and all legal costs, the premise* being de-
scribed In said mortgage n* all that certain piece
and parcel of land situate In the Township ol
Jamestown, in the County of Ottawa and State of
Michigan, and known and described as follows:
The east one half (etf)ol the north three fourth-*
(n tf ) of the north east quarter (n e tf ) of the north
west quarter (n w tf ) of section twenty-one (21),
Township five (5) north of range thirteen (13) west,
cpnlaining fifteen (15) acres of land, more or less,
according to government survey.




AtCy for Assignee of Mortgage.
0. E. YATES, M. D. P. W, KANE,
bound in
popular use, compiled by Cotrijfctent editors, after
consultation of the best authorities, pri
new, large, clear type, and handsomely
leatherette in imitation of crocodile ikln. It
contains information on every conceiveable sub-
ject, and Its reliability has been assured by the
mo«t careful preparation . It is of the greatest nee
GIVE ME A CALL!
L. C. SEARS,
Holland, Apr. 3, ’84.
In answering the 10,000 questions that constantly
arise in regard to dates, places, persons, etc.
Complete in one volume. Finely illustrated,
We want agents and canvassers, and in order
that yon may have a copy to exhibit and canvass
with, we make this SPECIAL OFFER. To any
one who will agree to show this book to their
freluds and assist ns in making sales, wc will, up-
on receipt of 35 one-cent stamps forward one
copy by return mall.
CALL PUB. CO.. Chicago, III.
$200,000
In presents giten away.
Send ns 5 tents postage*
and by mail yon 4riH get
__ _ free a package of good*
large value, 7tbat will start you, In work that willr$i ~ **
Mu
ents with each box. Agenta wanted everywhere,
of either sex. of all ages, for all the time, or spare
time only, to work for ns at their own homes.
Fortunes for all workers absolutely assured. Don't
delay. H. Hallitt & Co., Portland. Maine.
at once bring yon In money faster than anyth ing
else in America. All about the $200, OUO in pries-
t ,
   g  , tt. h c a l r u a,am
WintGr Goods Genuine Cyclone
is going on ip the stock of
G.YANPOTTEMSONS Dry Goo!s.i®roceries'




LllMies (inn if i
it
Dress Goods,- Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery, White Goods,
Etc., in endless variety.
YATES & KANE.
Successors to H. D. Pest,
BOOKSELLERS
Stationers and Newsdealers.
/land - Made Hoods !
A full line of all kind* of
HOSIERY!
Wc have the best made aud moft complete line oi
OVERALLS
In the city.
We have a large and varied vrfricty of *
Hats aM Wtoter Caps!
of the latest styles.
A full and complete line of
CROCKERY
always on hand.
A full slock of
Fresh Groceries!
always on hand.
tf. VAN PUTTEN & SONS,
Holland. Mich., Dec. 10, 1881.
I have the agency in this city
for the celebrated
Needle Gas Lamp.
These lamps are a great im-
provement on all other lamps
both as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.
Goods delivered free of charge.
B. WYNHOFF.
Holland, June 14, 1888.
SCHOOL BOOKS A SPECIALTY.
YATES & KANE,
Grubs, Blotches, Boils, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scrofula A Erysipelas.
I-IISlMPIflMM.
FOSTER, MILBURN A CO.. Propriety*, Bnflklo. New York.
Holland, Mich., Dec. 18. 1884.
FIRST WARD
1884. FALL AND WINTER. 1884
Drug Store. Millinery and Fancy Goods.
zero, but be thoanht perhaps
as tbewu incorrect,
net til killed. ...It is rumored
Adams sod family, and Mr.
went from hereto
will return in tbe
AflPWTQ ) FOR “HISTORY, RO-
_Trl£Li~L VMANCE AND PUIL08O-
WAlTPBDj PHY Ot GREAT AMBRI-
C A NCRI Vui 8 AND CRIMINALS. The most
startling book of recent yean. BIOGRAPHICAL
—PICTORIAL. 161 superb enfravinea with per-
sonal portraits of tbe ceiebratod criminals. 659
royal octavo pages. Low retail price, 12,60. Ills
a work of art as well as of thrilling hlitorlc Inter-
est. Is bound to produce a profound Impression,
Agents sell it by the thousands. A grand chance
sit,
R. B. BEST, M. D. Propfr,
Mr. I. A. Anderson, a competent pre-
scription clerk, has charge, and will be
found at all hours, ready to compound
prescriptions in a thoroughly reliable
manner.
A complete assortment of
TOILET ASMS ADD LOW'S FUSS.
Everything
store will




Holland; Mich,, Juno 27, 1884.
7
BONNETS, HATS, CAPS.
FLUMES, TIPS, POMPONS, FANCY FEATHERS. VELVETS,
FLUSHES, SATIN, SILK, CRAPE, VEILINGS, RIBBONS,
LACES, COLLARS, CLOAKS, JERSEY JACKETS,
CLOAK AND FUR TRIMMINGS, CLOAK LOOPS,
AND BUTTONS, ZEPHYR GOODS, HAND-
MADE HOODS, ZEPHYR, SAXONY
YARN, AND FAIRY FLOSS, ETC. ; ; J*




> ’ , ,vv ' A V' WjL,
-rJ:
/ HOLLAND CITY NEWS,
IV. H. Rogers, Editor and Publisher.
Term* of Snlsoription.
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $175 if
paid at three, month t, and $2.00 if *
paid at six months.
Rates of ndvertisln^made known on application.
Chffiness Cards in' City Directory, not over three
IInNotfwfSSrth?, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished without charge for subscriber.
ISTAIi advertising bills collectable quarterly.
lomcun.j
Common Connell-
Holland, Mich., Dec. 29th, 1884.
The Common Council met pursuant to
the call of the Mayor for the purpose of
appointing a Chief Engineer of the Fire
Department and such other business as
might come before the Council.
Member* present: Mayor Beach, Aid.
Ter Vree, Rose, Beukema, Burgess, Work-
man, Ranters, Nyland, Boyd and the
Citrk.
Reading of the minutes *as dispensed
with and the regular order ot business was
suspended.
, On motion of Aid. Burgess—
Resolved, That the Council proceed by
ballot to appoint a Chief Engineer ot the
Vhy, he proke his leg mit a fall on der
ice.
Ybell, Captain, I vhas so weak in my
knees I almest falls down, und my tongue
gorso dry as 1 could hardly speak. I gif
him a $1 bill und he goes oti' mit >n bow
und a shmile, und I vhas sitting py der
stoaf vhen In comes my old vhomana. I
tells her our poy Shoe vhas in der hospital
mit a p’roken leg.
• Poor woman!
You pettpr say poor me! She looks at
me, uudden calls me a lunatic-foundry,
und an idiot-factory, und some old fools
who stays oudt door when it rains.
But why ?
Vbell, pecause wo haf no poy named
Shoe. His name was Shake, but I forgets
all aboudt it. I vhas ail mixed oop eafer
since election. I vhas headquarters for
Cleveland vhile I bets on Blaine, und 1
don’t get straightened o*dt fur a year yot.
Free Press.
perfume. Fur Sale by
Kn
Toys cheaper than ever at
PESSINK* S.
For Alabastine, Whiting and Colors In
oil, go to Central Drug Store.
Keekers & Banos.




Brands aitrortl&od u absolutely pure
COPffTAXIV JVIVZIUIOIVXA.
THE TEST:
Flare a ran top down on a hot store nntll heated, then
remove the cover and smell. A cbeml.t will not be r**
aulrod to detect the presence ot ammonia.
We guarantee that the Sherwin-Wil-
liams Prepared Paint when properly used
will not crack, flake or chalk off, and will
cover more surface, work better, wear
longer and permanently look better, than
any other paint, including white lead andoil. KRRMKRa & Bangs.
The Sherwin-Williams prepared paint
in large and email cans at
Rremers & Banqs,
Smoke the “Little Parthenia.” The
best 5 cent cigar the market. Far saleby ‘ YATES&KANE.
Fire Department.— Adopted.
On a formal ballot being taken Alfred
Huntley having received eight votes was
on motion declared duly appointed Chief
Engineer of the Fire Department.
The committee on water works reported
the folia wing: i
To the Uonorable Mayor and Common Coun-
cil of the City of Holland:
Gentlemen Your special committee
on water works to whom was referred the
message of the Mayor in regard to the city
furnishing the railroad company with
water at this station, would report that we
have carefully investigated the matter, and
after due consideration of the same have
•drawn up two separate and distinct propo-
sitions which in the opinion of your com-
mittee it would be advisable to submit to
the company, we attach the same herewith
nod would recommend their adoption by
your Hon. Body,— All of which is respect-
lully submitted.
W. H. Beach, ,
Qeo. H. Sipp,
J. Brukkma,I • K. E. Werkman,
J, A. Ter Vree,
fmmittee.
> pipe
1st. The City of Holland to lay a 4 ifle.’.’
pe, from the line of pipe on Fish itfeet,
Thousands Say So. ,
Mr. T. W. Atkins, Girard, Kan., writes:
“1 never hesitate to racommend your Elec-
tric Bitters to my customers, they give en-
tire satisfaction and are rapid sellers.’’
Electric Bitters are the purest and best
medicine known and will positively core
Kidney and Liver complaints. Purify
the blood and regulate the bowels. No
family can afford to be without them.
They will save hundreds of dollars in doc-
tor’s bills every year. Sold at fifty cents a
bottle by H. Walsh.
J
through Ninth street, on the north side
thereof, to a point 100 feet, more or less,
west of the railroad track; from thence to
lay a 2 inch pipe to a point on Land street
opposite the water tank between Ninth
andrTenth streets, and to place a hydrant
for fire protection at the end of the 4 Inch
pipe on Ninth street near the railroad. To
lay a 4 inch pipe, from the line of pipe on
Eighth street, through Fish jtreet, on the
east side ihereef, to Seventh street, plac-
ing a hydrant for fire protection at the
corner of Fish and Seventh streets; from
the corner of Fish and Seventh streets to
lay a 2 inch pipe through Seventh street,
on the north side thereof, to a point west
of the water tank between Fish and Cedar
etreets and furnish water to the two tanks
for $600.00 per year.
2nd. To lay a 2 inch pipe from the
Eighth street line of pipe to the passenger
•depot, either just east or north thereof,
and furnish water for one tank tor $450.00
per year.
The above propositions to be for a terra
of not less than three years and tt not ex-
ceed a term of five years.
The railroad company to furnish all
material and make their own connections
from the water mains to the water tanks,
and under no consideration is water to be
supplied to stand pipes direct from the
water mains. The railroad company to
furnish float valves in each tank to regu-
late the supply of water from the mains.
In case either of the above propositions
are accepted by the railroad company
payments to be made quarterly.— The re-
port and recommendation of the commit*
Grand Rapids to Muskegon.
The plat ®f the proposed direct line of
railroad proposed to be constructed be-
tween this city and Muskegon will be com-
pleted In a day or tv4. The proposed
route and one in which the residents along
it are most wide awako and anxious for it
is via Lament, Eastmanville, Nunica and
Fruitport. The line is one which the bus-
iness interests along the river road and
bank have lang desired and the time has
now come, so they think, when they are
able to aid materially in its Construction
And profit thereby in tbe future by its op-
eration. The plat will be submitted to
the different railroad companies that ruu
into this city which would be benefittei
by the continuation of their lines to the
west shore. Latnont and Eastmanville,
contrary to most towns away from rail-
roads, have had a continual growth for
the past ten years, not only iu sl2e but In
business relations. Their business men
are wide-awake to anything that will aid
in building up their towns; and it is for
this reason that they have taken up such
an active interest in llio construction of
this line.— Grand Rapids Democrat.
You will have to look out for the 1884
—it should be 1885.
Adolf Lalloz, carriage manufacturer,
ButTalo, says: “I was troubled with nau-
sea, sick headache and general debility.
Burdock Blood Bitters cured me.
The Fountain of Touth.
Dyspepsia is the prevailing malady of
civilized life. A weak dyspeptic stomach
acta very slowly or not at all en many kinds
of food. Gases are extricated, acids are
formed and become a source of pain and
disease, until discharged. To be dypep-
tic is t« be miserable, helpless, depressed,
confused in mind, forgetful, irresolute,
drowsy, weak, languid and useless. It de-
stroys the Teeth, Complexion, Strength,
Peace of Mind, and Bodily ease. It pro-
duces Headache, Pain In Shoulders,
Coughs, Tightness of Chest, Dizziness,
Sour Ernptions of Stomach, Bad Taste
in Mouth. Bilious Attacks, Palpitation of
Heart, loflamaliun of Lungs, Pain in the
region of the Kidneys, and a hundred
other painful symptoms. Dyspepsia in-
variably yields to the vegetable remedies
iu GOLDEN SEAL BITTERS, the great
purifier of the blood and restorer of health.
In these complaints it has no equal, and
one bottle will prove a better cuarantoe of
its merits than a lengthy advertisement.
Sold by H. Walsh. 40-4t
DOES NOT CONTAIN AMMONIA*
in BiALTHmuna mi NEVER bum qcnnonB.
In a million homes for a Qiurtsr of a csnturjr it has
Stood the consumers' reliable tost.
&
THE TESTJFJHE OVEN.
PRICE BAKING POWDER CO.,
Dr, Pnce’s Special EaToraEEitracls,
Die alranf dtlltloni and atnr* I l.rar kMw*,*a4
Dr. Prlei's Lupulin Ytssf Dims
For Light, Healthy Dread, The De*t Dry Hop
Yeast in the World.
FOR SALE BY GROCERS.
CHICAGO. - 81. LOUI8.
The Housewife's Favorite.
We will send free for one entire year
to every lady who sends us at once the
names of ten married ladies, at same ad-
dress, and 12 two-ct stamps for postage,
our handsome, entertaining and instruc-
tive Journal, devoted to Fashions. Fancy
Work, Decorating. Cooking and house-
hold matters. Regular price $1.00.
Address DOMESTIC JOURNAL, Nnnda,N.Y. 87-3m.
LIGHT HEALTHY BREAD
_ YEASTGEMS






raised by thia yeat la light, whit* and whole-
aome like oor grandmother*! deilefeut bread.
GROCERS SELL THENL
MIIMftSD i* TM1 „
Powder C0.9 ;Price Baking o.v
lanTrsofDr. m WlFUTomiEmcil,
Chicago. III. St. Loulti MO*pi c. STEKETEE & BOS
Chicago and West Michigan Bailway.
Taking Effect Sunday, November 16, 1884.
From Holland From Chicago
to Chicago. to Hollanc
WtNPt Day
Exp. Exp.
p. Til. |p. TO.
10155; 1 10
11 30 .....
11 82 j. ..
12 26. 2 05
10 47; 2 17
2 10' 3 00
2 20 3 10
3 50 3 55


























































tee was adopted, all voting yea.
ted to
>
The Clerk was instruc  forward a
copy of the propositions to the railroadcompany. ,
Aid. Ter Vree requested to be excused
from further attendance at this meeting of
the Council.— Request granted.
The following tmls were presen'ed for
payment: Eagle Fire Engine Co., salaries
87 members, $82.50; Visser & Kok, re-
pairing hose carts, etc., 8.40; Columbia
Fire Engine Co., repuiring and cleaning
hose, 2.25; M. Jonkman, oil, lamp chim-
neys, etc., .60; W. H. Rogers, priminc,
15.20; Peter Steketee & Co., paid poor
orders, 12.00; G. Van Putteu & Sous, paid
poor orders, 7.80.— Allowed and warrants
ordered Issued on the city treasurer for
the several amounts.
A communication was received from
Columbia Engine Co.; uotllying the Coun-
cil that they proposed selling the chairs,
table, chandelier, etc., belonging to the
company, and offering the Council the
first opportunity to purchase the same.—
Referred to the committee on fire depart-
^ment.
Jfc- Council adjourned.
George H. Sipp, City Clerk.
Practical Test.— Those housekeepers
who wish to detect tho presence of ammon-
ia in their Baking Powder, can 'do so by
boiling a small quantity In water, when
the odor produced by ammonia is quickly
detected. It will also leave a presence of
starch, flour or filling of any kind, as noth-
ing but Cream Tartar and Soda will disap-
pear. DeLand’s Chemical Baking Pow-
der has none of the above ingredients ex-
cept Cream Tartar and Soda, which con-
tains all the leavening powder necessary
to use in the manufacture of Baking Pow-
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The best salve iu the world for Cuts,
Bruises. Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands. Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positive-
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction, or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by H. Walsh.
ALLEGAN BRANCH.
From Holland to From Alleean toAllegan. Holland.
p.m.








...Fillmore.... 4.55 9 5ft . ...
3 35 ...Hamilton . 4 45 ^ 42 .....
3 47 ..... llO 44 ....Dunning ... 4 35 9 30; .....
4 15 ....Jll 05 ..... Allegan. ... 4 15 9 03
p.m. .... ;la. m. p.m. a. m.
have just received a lull line of















Oiir stockjof Ladiea’ Gente’ und Children’s
XT ^ P E R W E A
cannot be beat In this city.
Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
Ladies’ and Gents’ Lockets,
Silverware, Platedware,
Jewelry and Clocks
We have In etock constantly
FRESH GROCERIES
and a superior stock of Canned Goods.
Examine our prices and poods before purchasing
elsewhere.
FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
1 also keep on hand a full line of
Spectacles!
• Mixed trains.
+ Runs dally; all other trains dally except Sun-
day. A>1 trains run by Detroit time.
Mixed trains leave Holland, going north, at 7:50
a. m.. arriving at Grand Rapids at 10:15 a. m. : and
at 10:05 p, in., arriving at Muskegon at 12:10 a. m.
also mixed trains leave Holland, going south at
5:50 a.m. and 8:55 a. m..
J. H. CARPENTER, Gen. Pass. Agt.
C. F. HATCH, Station Agent.
C. STEKETEE * BOS.
Holland. Oct. 2, 1884. 8tt-lv
Still in a‘ Tangle.
Vbell, I come to shpeak to you aboudt
some more ahwindles, he said as he en-
tered the Woodbridge street elation yes-
terday.
Have y*u been swindled again? asked
the Captain.
Vbell, it looks dot vhay. I vhas clean-
ing up mein saloon dis morning vhen in
» comes a young man mit a shwell suit of
cloze uod a gold cane, und be says:
Strry for you, ddt mao, but you must
prace oep.
Dot make me wart I pellef my brud-
4er-ln law In Bprlngwells vhas kilt, und I
shakes all oafer. Icou|4n’tsay nottings
to him, but he keeps on.
Idltl.hKk .odtatk him mit der
hwplul.uidderrtuf. U»l.
FITS; All Fits stopped free by Dr.
Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer. No fits
after first day’s use. Marvelous cures.
Treatise and $2.00 trial bottle free to fit
cases. Send to Dr. Kline, 931 Arch St.,
Phila., Pa. 12-1 y
special iotiw.
School Books and school supplies a
specialty. Anything not in stock will be
supplied* in from 6 to 24 hours.
YATES&KANE.
Diamond Dyes in all colors at the Cen-
tral Drug Store, only 10 cents.
Cioars, Pipes, Tobaccos, Cigar holders,
and everything in smoking articles for the
h0"a8y, “ PEShlNK'S.
HicWgan and Ohio Bailroad.
Taking effect August 10, 1884.
Q0ZN9WE3T. CntulTlaij 001130 EAST.













11 0-2 8 00 6 05 . Dundee.. .10 10 4 15 4 50
11 2* 8 52 6 ..Hrit*on .. 9 46 8 52 4 09
11 29 9 02 6 11 . Ridgeway. 1
.Tecumeeh.
9 42 3 47 4 00
11 89 9 30 6 41 9 82 3 87 3 37
11 55 9 57 J 57 ...Tipton...!
Cambridge.
9 17 3 22 8 00
12 08 10 9« 7 1ft 905 808 2 80
12 30 11 13 7 A3 ..Addisou.. 8 43 2 45 1 46
12 48 11 32 7 50 .. Jerome.. 8 26 2 28 1 10
12 55 1? 07 7 57 ..Moscow.. 820 2 21 12 55
1 06 12 30 K 07 ..Hanover.. 809 2 10 12 80
1 17 '12 50 8 18 .. Pulaski. 7 59 1 59 11 55
1 38 1 38 8 40 ...Homer .. 787 1 38 11 00
2 03 2 42 909 ..Marshall. 7 11 1 12 936
2 17 8 10 9 22 ...Ceresco.. 6 59 1 0.1 9 20
2 36 3 52 9 40 .Battle Cr»k 6 40 12 42 8 32
2 56 4 40 ..Augusta.. 12 22 7 M
8 04
3 10
4 57 ..Yorkville. 12 15 i 88
5 10 ..Richland . 12 09 7 25
3 45 6 30 Montletb.. It 80 6 00
3 fA G 50 ....Fisk.... 11 27 5 »8
i 59 7 01 ..Kellogg .. 11 21 5 35
4 10 7 25 A Allegan L 11 10 5 15
p. m. p. m. a. m mm.
Ladies Medical Advisor.
A Complete Medical Work for Women,
handsomely bound in cloth and illustrated.
Tells how to prevent and cure all diseases
of the eex, by a treatment at home.
Worth IU weight in Gold to every Jadr
•u&rtig from any of these disease*. Over
10,000 wld already.
SSTsSSSa roHfiifira.. 5T,. ria.
Train Connections.
a*b, St. Louta A Pacific. At Teeumaeb, wltb Lake
Shore A Mich. Soul hero- At Jerome, with L. 8.
AM.8. At Hanover, with L. 8. A M. 8.
An Independent Newspaper of
Democratic Principles, but not Con-
trolled by any Set of Politicians or
'Manipulators; Devoted to Collect-
ing and Publishing all the News of
the Day in the most Interesting
Shape and with the greatest possi-
ble Promptness, Accuracy and Im-
partiality ; and to the Promotion of
Democratic Ideas and Policy in the
affairs of Government, Society and
Industry. —
Bates, by Mail, Postpaid:
DAILY, per Year - • • - • $6 00
DAILY, per Month ..... 50
SUNDAY, per Year - - • • • 1 00
DAILY and SUNDAY per Year • 7 00
WEEKLY, per Year .... 100
Address. THE BUN. New Fork City.
My stock of
SILVEBW ABE
is unsurpassed lo this city.
Particular attention is called to tbe fact
that all my goods are first-class and are
sold at low prices.
Come In and tec my Stock* IWatckc#
and Clooke repaired on
abort notice.
NINTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST OHURCB.
H. WYKHUT8EN.
Holland, Mich.. Oct. 24, 1892.
HOLIDAY GOODS!
A very latge and flue line of goods suitable for
HOLIDAY GIFTS.
.for working people. Send 10 cents
postage at.cl we will mall you /res. a
royal, valuable sample box of goods
____ tbtt will put you In the wty of mak-
ing more money In a few days than you ever
(bought possible »t any business. Capital not re-
quired. You can live at boms and work In apaye
ms ~
Easy Chairs and Rockers, Rattan
and Camp Chairs* Searing
Machines, and Organs,
and a complete line ot
CARPETS, FURNITURE, ETC.
very cheap. Come and aee.




On a pleasant day In wlntnr,
When the ground with anow waa oorcre d.
In the thriving country village,
At the home of Deacon Bowen
Met the ladles sewing circle:—
Circle where the ladles gather,
Where i he ladles meet together.
Where th y drink their tea and chatter
All aboat the news and fsshlons.-
AU ab nt their neighbors' prospects,
All about their neigh tors' tailings,
Also, alter tea, the husbands,
And the m ny sons and daughters.
Came to fill tho sntflBn* mansion
Of the good old Docon Brown;
There was Maj. Dnff and sifter,
Demon Castot’s wl e and daughter,
Lawyer Huntlsy's wife and mother.
Grandma Rider, withh r Kn>t ing.
( Always letting down some stitches,)
Thets* was Dr. Eli nathbnrn,
With his k ndly words and wish's,
Wifhlng 'm wer 'weir* that evening,
(Hoping he should find some ailing,—
thia. his mental rf'serv-aion.)
And the young unmurrled parson—
PnrFon (tbodiah Potter-
Talking to the maids and spinsters;
Also oarae the village blacksmith,
With his wife and chlldro i s?ven;
And from school caino ia s and lasses,
With them cjmc tho young schoolmistress;
And, In short, a goodly number
Did assemble at tho circle,—
More than thrice the nmal number,—
Many that did very seldom
Go to hear the Uund iy pr aching.
Whv did Deacon Bowen's mansion
Draw so many, many p' oplo?
What, thi k yon cjuld b? t hr reason?
What could be the gr at at'raution?
Deawon Bowen kept a to rder.
Kept tin young, un n irrlod jrarson -
Parson Olradlsh Potter—
Who was looking ior a partner
'Mcngst tho fair ones of the parish;
Fo said Rumor, ever busy,
Busy with the nows and gossip.
Just before th - next month's meeting
Of the ladies' sewing circic,
Parson Potter wen a journey,—
Journey to his native village.
Hoon he came baek to h1s parish,
And whs met by ail his people:
Not alone ho gave them greet ng,
With him iame a dark-nycd 'ady,
And the p rson c lied th t lady
Mrs. Oiadiah Potter.
Now the Indies’ sew log circle
Has about Its usual number.
Mm
A DesperateJoat Fight.
In May, 1778, a llatboat loaded with
kettles, intended for the manufacture
4>f salt at Bullitt’s Lick, left Louisv.lle
with thirteen persons— twelve armed
men and on** woman— on hoard. The
boat and cargos were owned l y ITonry
•Crist and Kolomou bpeurs ; and the
company consisted of Crist, Spears.
Christian Crepps, Thomas Floyd, Jos-
eph Boyce, Evans Moore, an Irishman
named Fossett, and five others, and a
woman whose name is not preserved.
On the 25th of May the boat entered
Salt River, and the hands commenced
working her up with sweep-oars.
Tnere was no current one way or tho
ether. While in the Ohio the great
breadth of the river secured them
against any sudden attack, but when
they came into Salt RiVer they were
within reach of the Indian rifle from
the shore. It became necessary, there-
fore, to send out scouts to appraise
them of any danger ahead.
In the evening of the first day of
their ascent of the river, Crist and
Floyd when ashore to reconnoitre the
bank of the river ahead of the boat.
Late in the evening they discovered
a fresh trail, but for the want of light
they could not make out the number of
Indians. They remained out all night,
font made no further discoveries. In
tho morning, us they weie returning
down the river toward the boat, they
heard a number of guns, which they
believed to be Indians killing game for
breakfast. They hastened back to the
toat and communicated what they had
heard and Feen.
They then pulled on up the river un-
til 8 o’clock, and arrived at a point
eight miles below the tnouth of the
Rolling Fork, where they drew in to
shore on tho north side of the river,
now in Bullitt County, intending to
land and cook and eat their breakfast.
As they drew in to shore, they heard
the gobbling of turkeys (as they sup-
posed) ou the bank where they were
going to land, and, as the boat touched
Fossett and another sprang ashore, with
iheir guns in thuir haudi, to snoot tur-
keys.
They were cautioned of their dan-
ger, but, disregarding the admonition,
hastily ascended the bank. Their com-
panions in the boat had scarcely lost,
sight of them, when they heard a vol-
ley of rifles discharged all at once on
the bank immediately above, succeeded
by a yell of savages so terrific as to in-
duce a belief that the woods was filled
with Indians. This attack, so sudden
and violent, took the boat’s company by
surprise, and they had baiely time
to size their rifles and place thom-
aelves in a posture of defense, when Fos-
sett and his companion came dashing
•down the bank, hotly pursued by a
large body of Indians. Crist stood in
'the bow of the boat with his rifle in his
ihand. At the first sight of the enemy,
he brought his gun to his face, but in-
stantly perceived that the object of his
. aim was a white man, and a sudden idea
flashed across his mind that the enemy
was a company of surveyors whom he
knew to be then in the woods, and that
the attack was made in sport He left
. his gun down and, at the same time,
.his white foeman sank out of his sight
vbehind the bank. But the firing had
begun. in good earnest on both sides.
Crist again brought his rifle to his
face, and, as he did so, the white man’s
head was rising over the bank, with his
gun, also, drawn up and presented.
Crist got the fire on him, and at the
crack of his rifle tho white man fell
.forward dead.
So intent were the Indians on the
pursuit of their prey, that many of them
ran to the water’s edge, and struck and
shot at Fossett and his companion
while getting into the boat, and some
even seized the boat and attempted to
draw it nearer the shore.
Repulsed in their efforts to board the
boat, the savages withdrew higher up
the bank, and, taking their station* bo-
<. : Wnd trees, commenced a regular and
‘HM'I; (tec
perate by the certain knowledge that
no quarter would be given, and that it
was an issue of victory or death to
every soul on board.
The boat had a log-chain for a cable,
and when she was first brought ashore,
the chain was thrown round a small
tree that stood on the water’s edge, and
the hook run through one of the links.
This had been done before the first fire
was made upon Fossett on shore. The
kettle* in the boat had been ranked up
along tho sides, leaving aa open gang-
way through the middle of the boat
from bow lo stern.
Un ortunately, the bow lay to shore,
so that the guns of the Indians raked
the whole length of the gangway, and
their fire was constant and destructive.
Spears and several others of the
bravest men had already fallen, some
killed and others mortally wounded.
From the commencement of the battle,
many efforts had been made to disen-
gage the boat from the shore, all of
which bad failed. The hope was that,
if they could once loose the cable, the
boat would drift out of the reach of the
enemy’s guns; bat any attempt to do
this by hand would expose the person to
certain destruction. Fossett’s right
arm was brokeu, and he onuld no
longer handle his rifle. He got a pole,
and placing himself low down in the
bow of the boat, commenced punching
at the hook in the chain, but the point
of the hook was tnrned from him, and
all his efforts seemed only to drive it
further into the link.
He at length discovered where a
small limb bad been cut from the polo,
and left a knot about an inch long.
This knot, after a number of efforts, he
placed against the point of the hook,
and jerking tlie pole suddenly toward
him, threw the hook out of the link.
The chain iell. and the boat drifted
slowly out from the bank; and, by
means of an oar worked overhead, tho
boat was brought into the middle of the
river, with her side to the shore, which
protected them from the fire of the In-
dians.
The survivors l ad now time to look
round upon the havoc that had been
made of their little band. Five of
their companions lay dead in the gang-
way; Spears, Floyd, Fossett, and Boyce
were wounded ;Crepps, Crist, and Moore
remained unhurt
It was evident that Spears’ wound
was mortal, and that he could survive
but a few moments. He urged the sur-
vivors to rim the boat to the opposite
side of the river, and save themselves
by immediate flight, aud leave him to
his fate. Crepps and Crist positively
refused.
But the boat was gradually nearing
the southern shore of the river. At
this time, the Indians, to the number of
forty or fifty, were seen crossing the
river above, at a few hundred yards
distance, some on logs, and some swim-
ming and carrying their rifles over their
heads. The escape of the boat was
now bopeles, as there was a large body
of Indians on each side of the river. If
the boat had been carried to the oppo-
site side of the river as soon as her
cable waa loosed, tho survivors might
have escaped; but to such minds and
hearts, the idea of leaving their dying
friends to the mercy of the Indian
tomahawk was in-upportable.
The boat, at length touched the
southern shore; a hasty preparation was
made to bury the dead ‘ in the
woods; Floyd, Fossett, aud Boyce got
to land, ai.d sought concealment in
the thickets. ( repps and Crist turned
to their suffeiing friend, Spears, but
(b ath had kindly set in and cut short
the savage triumph. • The woman now
remained.
They offered to assist her to shore,
that she might take her chance of es-
cape in the woods; but the danger of
her position and the scenes of blood
aud death around her, had overpow-
ered her senses, and no entreaty or re-
monstrance could i revail with her to
move. She sa-. with her face buried in
her hands, and no effort could make her
sensible that there was any hope of es-
cape.
Crepps and Crist seized a rifle apiece
and ascended the river bunk. At the
top of the hill they met the savages
and charged them with a shout.
Crepps fired upon them, but Crist, in
haste, had taken up Fossett’s gun,
which had got wet as he swam with it
to the boat on the oppos te side — it
missed fire. A t this time, Moore passed
them and escaped.
The Indians, when charged by Crepps
and Crist, feT back into a ravine that
put into the river- immediately above
them. Crist and Crepps again com
me need their fight The Indians ral
lied and rose from the ravine, and fired
a volley at them as tuey fled. Crepp
received a ball in his left side ; a bullet
struck Crist’s heel, and completely
crushed the bones of his foot. They
parted and met no more.
The Indians, intent on plunder, did
not pursue them, but rushed into the
boat Crist heard one long, agonizing,
shriek from the unfortunate woman
and the wild shouts of the savages, as
they possessed themselves of the spoils
of a costly, but barren victory.
Crepps, in the course of the next
day, arrived in the neighborhood of
Long Lick, and being unable to travel
further, .lay down in the woods to die.
Moore alone escaped unhurt, and
brought in tidings of the defeat of the
boat. The country was at once aroused.
. Crepps was found and brought in
bnt died about the time he reached
home.
Crist was so disabled by the wound
that he could not walk. The bones of
his'heel were crushed. He crept into
a thicket apd laid down. His wound
bled profusely, , He coqjd not (remain
there tong. His teet were of no use to
him. He bound his moccosions on hia
m
kneea i mneed bis journey,
hit, huntiii|{-shirfc,
connumed to
hands against the rugged rocks which
lay in his way.
He crawled on all day up therivor
and af night crossed over to the north
side upon a log that he rolled down the
bank. He concealed himself in the
thicket and tried to sleep; but pain
and exhaustion and loss of blood had
driven sleep from his eyes.
His foot and leg were much swollen
and inflamed. Guided by the stars,
he crept on again. Between midnight
and day, he came in sight of a camp-
fire. and heard the barking of a dog.
A number of Indians rose up from
around the fire, and he crept softly
away from the light.
He laid down and remained
quiet for some time. When
all was still again, he resumed
his slow and painful journey. He
crawled into a small branch and kept
own down it for some distance upon the
rocks, that he might leave no trace be-
hind hinK
At daylight he ascended an eminence
of considerable height to ascertain, if
possible, where he was, and how
to shape his future course; but all
around was wilderness.
He was aiming to reach Bnllitfs
Lick, now about eight miles distant,
and his progress was not a half a mile
an hour. He toiled on all day ; night
came on— the second night of his pain-
ful journey. Since leaving the small
branch the night before, ho had found
no water— since the day before the bat-
tle he had not tasted food.
Worn down with hunger, want of
sleep, acute pain, and raging thirst, his
sufferings wore not to end here.
Guided again by the stars, he straggled
on.
The morning came— the morning of
tho third day. It brought him but lit-
tle hope, but the indomitable spirit
within him disdained to yield, and dur-
ing the day he made what progress lie
could. As the evening drew on, he be-
came aware that he was in the vicinity
of Bullitt's Lick; but ho could go no
further— nature had made her last ef-
fort, and he laid himself down and
prayed that death would speedily end
his sufferings.
When darkness came on, from where
he lay he could see the hundred fires of
the furnaces at the licks all glowing;
and he even fancied he could see the
dusky forms of the firemen as they
passed to and fro aronnd the pits; but
they were more than half a mile off,
and how was he to reach them? He
had not eaten a morsel in four days; he
had been drained of almost his last
drop of bjood; the wounded leg
had become so stiff and swollen that
for the last two days and nights he had
dragged it after him; the flesh was
worn from his knee and from the
palms of his hands.
Relief was in sight, bnt to reach it
was impossible. Suddenly he heard
the tramp of a horse’s feet approach-
ing him, and hope sprang up once
more iu his breast The sound came
nearer and still more near. A path
ran near the place where he lay; a
man on horseback approached within a
few rods of him; he mustered his re-
maining strength aud hailed him; bnt,
to bis utter surprise and dismay, the
horseman turned suddenly and gal-
loped off toward the licks.
Despair now seized him. To die
alone of hunger and thurst, in sight of
hundreds and of plenty, seemed to him
;he last dregs of the bitterest cup that
Fate could offer to mortal lips. Oh,
hat he could have fallen by the side of
lis friend in the proud battle !— that
is could have met the Indian toma-
hawk, and died in the strength of his
manhood, and not have been doomed
to linger out his life in days and nights
of pain and agony, and tp died by
piecemeal in childish despair ! .
While these thoughts were passing
through his mind, the horseman, a ne-
gro, regained the licks and alarmed the
people with the intelligence that the
Indians were approaching. On being
interrogated, all the account he could
give was that some person had called
to him in the woods, a half mile off*
and called him by the wrong name.
It was manifest it was not Indians,
and forthwith a number of men set out,
guided by the negro, to tHe place.
Grist’s hopes again revived
when he heard voices, and
saw lights approaching. They came
near and haded. Crist new the
voice, and called to the man by name.
This removed all doubt, and they ap-
proached the spot.
A sad and mournful sight was before
them. A man that had left them but
a few days before in the bloom of
vouth, health, and buoyant spirits, now
lay stretched upon the earth, a worn
and mangled skeleton, unable to lift a
hand to bid them welcome.
They bore him home. The hall was
extracted, but his recovery was slow and
doubtful. It was a year before he was
& man again.
The woman in the boat was caried a
prisoner to Canada. Ten years after-
ward Grist met her again in Kentucky.
She had been redeemed by an Indian
trader, and brought to Wayne’s camp
on the Maumee, and restored to her
friends. She informed Grist that the
body of Indians which made the attack
on the boat numbered Over 120, of
whom about thirty were killed in the
engagement.
The account was confirmed by the
Indians that Grist met with afterward,
9fid who had been in the battle. They
told Grist that the boat’s crew fought
more like devils than, mep, and if they
had taken one of them prisoner, they
Vbuld have roasted him alive.
Crist was afterward a member of the
Kentucky Legislature, and in 1808 was
a member of Congress. He died at his
residenoedn Bullitt county, in August,
1884, aged 80 years.
PAINS. PITH AUD
The Primitive Dwelling* In Some Iso-
lated Districts of the Old Dominion.
The majority of the dwellings in this
region, outside of the villages, are bu It
of logs, says a letter from Washington
Springs, Virginia, to the Now York
Evening Post. There are two room-'
below into one ot which the front and
back doors open (if there be two doors i,
and there are always few windows,
’the typical gronnd-plan seems to have
been made when glass and window
sashes were d.ffioult to obtain, and one
window generally is made to suffice for'
a room. Sometime there is a second
floor, or rather an attic under the roof,
which must have a window, hut unnec-
essary opening* in a log house are to
be avoided as weakening the structure.
The ohimnev is usually a substantial
feature of the edifice, and is built ot
stone unless brick happens to be con-
venient It is almost always on the
outside of the house, at one end, but
there is many a little structure here
which boasts two chimneys, which, in
such cases, dwarf the house itself.
Many a time, too, one chimney is finish-
ed and the place is left at the other end
of the house for the other, which may
not be erected for years. Sometimes a
farmer having 1,U00, 2,000, or even
more acres, and large riches of flocks
and herds, not to mention stocks in
moneyed corporations, will still live in
the log house of his fathers. Perhaps
he will have added on one side a wing
of more pretention, and he may have
built about both piazzas, or “galleries,”
as they are called here. These may be
broad and very convenient, and, really,
a log bouse is not to be despised for
comfort, with its thick walls, and great
chimney affording a hearthstone on
which great pine wood (“light- wood,”
it is called), one may read with ease
and comfort Those pioneers who
learned their lessons under snch cir-
cumstances are not to be so much pitied
as we are called upon to think, who
read of them only in campaign biogra-
phies. ^ ,
Sometimes these cabins are of al-
most idyllic charm. There is one cling-
ing to the mountain side behind this
house that would do the eyes of a
northern housekeeper good to see. It
consists of two rooms, but each one in
this instance is a house by itself, sepa-
rated from the other by a fetf' feet.
One of them boasts a second story.
Outside they are whitewashed to a
brilliant uniformity. Inside the walls
are covered with paper, but it Is old
newspapers. Neatness seems to have
reached its ultimte possibility in the
house, both inside and out Hives of
busy bees are found in the little door-
yard. The grounds are neatly cared
for, though the unbroken forest lies all
cbont, and the mountain rises perpan-
dicularly behind the place. Through
the spring-house there runs a mountain
stream, which cools the milk and makes
the atmosphere in which the churning
is done invigorating in the hottest sum-
mer day. The housekeeper aud every
member of her family (even the maul)
are insp'red by the same spirit of neat-
ness, and though separated from all
the world by circumstances, they do
not allow themselves to fall into care-
less habits. The son, a little fellow of
a dozen years, sells produce and
fruits to the summer visitors, and goes
to school somewhere among the hills
in the cold season. The little clearing
that surrounds the house is like an
oasis in a desert
I have mentioned the out-door work
done by the households here, and the
many straggling buildings that adorn
the farmstead. There is another, the
smoke-house, which is usually promi-
nent It is a structure of brick not
qnite as high as the house, but often
not mnch less, having holes at the sides
for the smoke to issue from. In it the
hams are hung when ready to be cured,
and there they are left under lock un-
til needed for use. Almost all houses
have near them, too, a receptacle for
leaching ashes, made by boards slant-
ing together in the shape of a V, r.nd
supported in position by a square frame
which binds together four posts that
are fixed in the ground at its corners.
I have noticed besides a kettle filled
with chips soaking in water, which I
am told is to furnish a family dye.
Fuel on Ruslan Railways.
An official report upon the fuel used
on Russian railways has been prepared
by Gen. Possiet, the Minister of Ways
and Gommunications. It appears from
this report, which is concerned with
the year 1881, on the forty-nine railway
companies existing in the empire, only
four were using wood exclusively in
their locomotives. The lines were short
ones, running through forest tracts
abundantly supplied with wood and far
away from coal supplies. The bulk of
the lines used coal, and during the year
the aggregate consumption of all the
railways was 563,029 cubic Russian
fathoms of wood aud upward of 1,230000
tons of coal. The quantity of English
coal used was only 150,450 tons, most
of which was burnt on the Baltic aud
the southwestern lines. The report
notices a general tendency toward a
larger consumption of Russian and a
diminished one of foreign coal. The
increase in the nse of Russian coal is
given at seventy thousand tons, or 8 per
cent., within the year. Only thirty
thousand tons of German coal were
burnt, and these were used 'on lines
near the German border. Since the re-
port wap drawn there has been a con-
siderable enlargement in the supply td
the railways of the Donetz and Moscow
coal, and the nse of petroleum as an en-
gine fuel, has become almost general on
the lines near the Gaucasns. The Rus-
sian import duties ou foreign coal were
increased not long ago.
General Grant will write a vo'.ume
of personal reminiscences.
Campaign literature is largely made V
up in describing men and things as <f
they should be, rather than as they are.
Men can by no possibility become fe-
male clerks; but there is nothing to
prevent women becoming mail clerks.
A woman is always a child. She
never outgrows her oharaoterratio fond-
ness for* taffy.— Carl Prettel’s Weekly.
Irbate mother: “Come into the
house this instant” Educated boy:
“This being the 24th instant, I’ll drop
in about 10 p. m;”
“Yes,” she said to her bosom friend,
“I always obey my husband; but I
flatter myself that I have something
to pay about what his commands shallbe.” ,
As a worker, said an exchange, a wo-
man is apt to undertake too much.
This is especially true when she keeps
a bonriling house and tries to make a
5-cent bone niake soup for twenty
boarders.
A man went fishing in the Minnesota
River and hooked a large wall-eyed
pike. He began to play him, when the
fish, running under the boat, capsized j
it, got in himself, and, putting on the *
man’s overcoat, started for New Or-
leans.— 67. Paul Day.
A man went into a hardware shop and
inquired, “How much do you ask for a
bath-tub for a child V" “Ten and six,”
was the reply. “W-h-e-w!” whistled
tho customer. “We’ll have to go on
washing the baby iu the coal-scuttlo till
the prices copie down.”
TH.i UNPOETIC SOUL.
"Oh, tell me where in Fancy bred?"
f he asked, and. ir ttin t bolder,
Blie laid her darling IImG head • '
Rl. ht down upo  my shoulder.
, And 1, with no more ii->etry In
My soul ihan in « Q i koi’s,
Bei lled, with Idiotic -'rin.
“You’ll Hnd It at the baker’s.''
—Aew lork Jow'iiaL
One of the saddest and most vexa-
tious trials which come to a young girl
when she enters tho state of matrimo-
ny, and set out to lound a new qplony,
is the necessity she realizes of dis-
charging her mother and placing her-
self at tho tender mercies of a hired
girl.— CaW Pretzel' * Weekly.
A gentleman whose house was under
repair went out one day to see how the
work progressed, and, observing a
quan ityof nails lying about, he said
to the carpenter, “Why don’t you take
care of these nads? They’ll certainly
ho lost.” “No," replied the carpenter;
"you’ll find them in the bill” t
“I think,” said a fond Austin parent;
“that Tommy is going to be a poet
when he grows up. He doesn’t eat, and
sits by the stove all day, thinks and
thinks.” “You had better grease him
all over, _ He is going to have the mea-
sles, and if you grenso him, they will
break out all over him, and then he
will feel better.”— 2’exas Siftings.
Admiral Duncan’s address to the
officers of his fleet, when they came on
board his ship for his final instructions
previous to the memorable engagement
with Admiral de Winter, was couched ,
in the following laconnic and humor-
ous manner : “Gentleman of my fleet,
you see a very severe winter fast ap-
proaching, and I have only t ndvisa
you to keep a good tire.”
Taking him at his word. A young
woman, very plain-looking, was taken
ill, and went to consult a doctor, who
was a friend of the family, a bachelor,
standing high in the profession, but
very outspoken. “O, a mere trifle;
you are lonely; you will have to get
married again, that’s all,” was his reply.
“O, doctor, I will marry you at once i» |
you are agreeable.” The physician ̂
looked very serious and said : “I beg
your pardon; the doctor prescribes
medicine, but never takes it himself.” —
Courrier de V Europe.
“I think I can beat you for the drinks
this morning,” said a seedy individual,
entering a bar-room. “Will you
shake?” “Well, I don’t mind trying
it,” replied the accomodating proprie-
tor. The result of three throws of the
dice was that the stranger lost each
time. “ Well, that’ll do,” said he. “Give
us the drinks.” After the liquids were
stowed away the stronger coolly started
out. withqpt offering to settle the bilk
“Hold on,” called the proprietor. “You
owe me 30 cents. ’ “I guess not,” said
the stranger, as he opened the door.
“I said I could boat you, and I guess
I’ve done it”— Boston Times:
THE FA1H DEPARTMENT CLEBK.
It was a fair departmdnt clerk
Kept crying
Aiul sii/iilng
Ami she said : “Ah, woe is me!
1 fear thVi I'll l.c ou  of work,
My only hope is that
Borne wieko i Democrat-
ic Co grcHsmm will chance to lalthfnl be."
It was a fa r department clerk
Kept blinking
And thinking;
“A new regime is *uroty meant;
I must the o d relation sh rk;
The member now I'll see,
And m y ( banco I’ll r -
Main here us his pot oa siltumt."
It was a fair department olerk
Kept smilli.g,
Bcgnillng
Tho mom -lit*, saying: "Ibellovo
Where apples are ti c s-ri ants lark;
1 thi k 1 koo my wav
To Homewha* longer stay-
ing her-'. \\ lint's Adam without auy Evo?"
— SL l‘aul l)n\i.
What’s inn Name.
“Matilda, what man was that you
were talking to oat at the gate iast
night,” said Mrs. Ycrger to her colored
help.
"Ho was my brudder. He ha* jess
come to Austin from Injun Creek."
“What’s his name?” •
“Peter Jones.”
“But your name is Snowball”
, “Yes, yon see Pete’s done been mar-
ried. Dat's de re, i son we hasn’t got de
same name no inoah. Ef I had been
married. I would hab some adder name,
too.”— Tara.* Siftings.
A scar nobly got, or a noble scar, is
a good livery of houoT.—Shakspean
(




The Rich Man’s Fear of Burglars— The
story of an Electrician.
. [Buffalo (N. Y.) News)
At the dead of night Mr. J. B. Anthony, a
wholesale grocer of Troy, N. Y., was awak-
Where Women Are Old it Thirty.
* The {government of the house of the
Brahmin is strictly in the hands of the
man; of the father dnring the youth of
the family, and of the eldest son after
«. n-o — t he marries. The son always takes his
ened by hla hurglar alarm annunciator, ̂ife home to the parental roof, and, as
which to.d him that his house had been en- ^
tered through the roof scuttle. - He hastily ™e J0118 marry, additions are built to
dresses, rings for a policeman, hurries to the the house until it becomes a village in
upper story, and hears the burglar in the itself. In this place the women are
“ rx>^threflt^,Qg, her lDiUnt imprisoned— literally buried alive.
convIcted^ iDd nntta»d From the day of their marriage, which
to Bing Sing prison for ten years. is at a very early age, they never see
So said Mr. C. H. Westfall, the electrician more of the outer world than the nar-
0t^d^dJn«7.ne^r“« CurS j-ow expanse of the sky and cloud thatalarms?" looks down upon them between the
‘Yes, all first-class bouses are provided walls of their prison home. No men
with them, and I have never had any d is sat- are allowed to enter the house hut
WSTt memher6 of the family aud the priest,
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and other except on very rare occasions, and then
large oitiea." unseen by the women. Married at 10
"Do wealthy men have much fear of burg- year8f for gpinsterhood is abominable—
As a rule, wealthy men do not keep Val- I mothers at 12, they are old at the be-
uables in their house, and yet they are not
sure that they shall escape burglarious at-
tacks, and they don't feel secure without a
first-class burglar alarm apparatus lu their
house. Every door, window, and scuttle is
connected with the annunciator, and it is
quite impossible to effect an entrance with-
out the fact becoming at onoe known.
‘Don't electricians run considerable risk
in handling wires!"
"Even the most care.'ul of them sometimes
get a shock. A few years ago, while I was
descending stairs at Elmira, N. Y., with a
wire coil in my band, I felt as if I had re-
ceived the entire charge from the battery.
For over a half hour I suffered tbe keenest
agony. 1 did not know but what 1 bad been
fatally Injured. After completing ray busi-
ness elrouit, 1 retumed to Boston, and for
elghhen months did not get over tbe shock.
I lost my appetite; all food tasted alike. I
could not walk across the common without
resting several times.
"My head whirled, and I reeled like a
drunken man. I consulted the best physi-
cians in a good many largo cities, but none
of thorn seemed to understand my case
About a year ago I was in Albany, and a
physician there stated that I would probably
not live three months. But to-day," said
Mr. WoFtfall, and he straightened himself up
with conscious pride, "so far as I know, I
am In pertect health. I weigh 170 pounds,
eat well, sleep well, feel well, and am well.
One of my old physicians gave me a thor
ough examination a few wee!<s ago, and told
me that I was in a perfect condition."
"You are a very fortunate man, sir," re-
marked tho scribe, "to have escaped in-
stant death after an electrical shook.
"Oh, It was not electricity that prostrated
me. It was a uremic convulsion. For all
my physicians told me I was a victim of a
very serious kidney disorder. And when
they and a dozemwidely advertised medicines
failed tj benefit me, Warner’s Safe Cure re-
stored me to perfect health. That prepara-
tion Is Invaluable to every grade of society,
for it Is a priceless blessing.
"There is no need of death from handling
electrical wires if the operators will exercise
V care. In our burglar alarm attachments
/ there Is no possible danger from that
source.
ay ar
ginning of their fifth bnstrum. They
die of sheer old age at about 30.— let.
ter to the Montreal Star.
Dairymen Prefer It.
Missus. Wills, Bicbabdsok it Co.:
Blnoe tbe introduction of your Improved
Butter Color among my oustomers it has
given universal satisfaction. The leading
dairymen of this section who have used It
give it the preference over all other colors, of
whatever name or nature.
They are especially pleased with the fact
that it does not become rancid, like other oil
colors, and their produetbrings highest prices
In market W. 8. Nav, Druggist
Underhill, Vt, April 5. 1882.
It seems queer, but it Is true, that th
stuff that makes a man tight frequently
loosens bis tongue.— Philadelphia Chronicler
Herald. _ 
Important
When you visit or leave New York City,
save Baggage Expressage and Carriage Hire, and
stay at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand
Central Depot: 600 elegant rooms fitted np at a
cost of one million dollars, reduced to $1 and
apwords per day. European plan, Elevator,
Restaurant supplied with the best Horse cabs,
stage, aud elevated railroad to all depots. Fami-
lies can live better for less money at the Grand
Union than at anv first-class hotel In the city.
Tall Oaks from Little Acorns Grew.
Great and good results often spring from
small deeds, and so fatal diseases come of a
seemingly trl-ilng nogleet. Colds neglected
o.ton lead to serious catarrhal troubles.
If this is your case lose no time In becoming
acquainted with Dr. Page’s Catarrh Remedy.
Its healing virtues will surprise you. It
Is simple, efficacious, speedy, sure. Dull,
hea.y headache, obstruction of the nasal
passages, discharges from the nose into the
throat are symptoms of this horrible oom-plalnt .
Thi man who “keepa" his word never
speaks. _ _ ___
‘‘Frozir Facts" is a purely American
expression, and one, too, of recent origin.
It has the merit of attracting attention, and
also seems to bear conviction of truthfulness
on Its face. We make room in our issue of
to day, for a fact of this character. A cor-
respondent, Henry Whiting, Esq., of Boston,
Mas*., says: "Mr. B. V. Pierce’s ‘Golden
Medical Discovery' has cured my son of a
fever sore of two years’ standing. Please
accept our gratitudo." We believe It to be a
fact, whether "frozen" or otherwise, that
America needs more men like Mr. Whiting;
men who act, men who investigate truths,
and seize opportunities.
. There is not much difference between
spending money on a lottery and a lot o' rye.
"Patap" mt the Gault House.
The business man or tourist will find first-
class accommodations at the low price of $2
and 82.60 per dly at the Gault House, Chica-
go, corner Clinton and Madison streets. This
faMamed hotel Is located in tho center of the
olty, only one block from the Union Depot.
Elevator; all appointments first-class.
H. W. Horr, Proprietor.
"What are clouds?" Well, one kind is
when you call to see your girl and find that
the other fellow Is in the parlor with her.
Seme Wonderful Plants.
In the west of India are found thorny
plants, or trees, nearly destitute of
verdure, except what appears to be
long, shaggy hair, which derives its
nourishment from the atmosphere,
rather than moisture from the earth.
The Mmovmg plant” is a native of the
basin of the Ganges. Its leaves re-
Horsford’s Acid Phosphate,
ASSISTS MENTAL LABOR.
Prof. Adolph OtL Now York, says of the
Acid Phosphate: "I have teen enabled to
devote myself to hard mental labor from
shortly afier breakfast till a late hour In the
evening, without experiencing the slightest
relaxation, and 1 would not now at any rate
dispense with it."
Heaven must be a beautiful place, but if
there's a mud puddle handy a four-yoar-old
boy will take It In preference.
‘•How do you measure your profits?"
asked a friend of a lapidary. "By quartz,"
of course.
Draft Horses— Forty Years’ Experience.
A. B. Chamberlain, for forty years propri-
etor of tbe Bull’s 'Head Stables, New York
City, in reference to the values of different
breeds of draft horses, said:
"I keep exchange and sale stables for
horses. Don’t deal on my own account to
any extent. All classes of horses, amount-
HAPPY ENDING.
Long Suffering of One of the Best Men
of Pleasant Valley, Dutchess Co.,
N. Y.— His Final and Complete
Recovery from Gravel.
Plain words arc best. Mr. Edward S.
Hicks, of Pleasant Valley, Dutchess Co., N.
Y., had suffered long from Stones in the
Kidneys. He sought relief, of course. Who
would not? What are time and money to
health? Mr. Hicks consulted the best physi-
cians of his village and, also, of Poughkeep-
sie— and none better can be found anywhere
— but, unhappily, without a good result. A
friend in Rondout advised Mr. Hicks to go
to Rondout and see Dr.David Kennedy about
lie trouble. This Mr. Hicks finally did. Dr.
Kennedy saw at once what the suffering
man’s difficulty was, and that “Favorite
Remedy” was the medicine he needed. The
)octor prescribed it, and Mr. Hicks went
lome without much confidence in the power
of “Favorite Remedy" to do him more gooc
than other medicines had done before. But
rope clings to straws, and he thought there
might be one chance oat of many in his fa-
vor. He followed the directions and was both
surprised and delighted to find himself pres-
ently improving. To- day •Mr. Hicks is a
well man. v
While Dr. Kennedy is interested in intro-
ducing “Favorite Remedy, " he continues to prac-
tice his profession and performs all the capital
and minor operations In surgery. Btate your
case. Letters promptly answered. Address Dr.
David Kennedy, Roudont, N. Y. “Dr. Kennedy’s
Favorite Remedy" for sale by all druggists.
volve in various directions during the ing to several thousands annually, oome to
day and night, except occasionally on a my stables from all sections of tho country.
v«rv Rnt dftv whfin tho nlftnt raritis to A number of these are draft horses ofvery hot day, when the plant seems to tho dlfferent breedg the Clydesdales, the
desist from its habitual motion for tern- p^nch horses called Percherons or Normans,
porary repose. A high wind is said to the English, and Belgian. There seems to be
have the effect to produce a cessation a larger demand for the French horses than
of its action. At "Bomeyearsago wo used to get a great
certain parts of the plant are noticed mauy horses from Upper Canada. These
to be in motion — a leaf, or perhaps a were Clydesdales, and would weigh from
branch; and it seldom occurs that some MOO to 1,600 pounds, but they did not seem
portions of it are not quite motionless, feet were thin-shelled and flat, and, be*
while the remainder is active. inu heavy horses, their feet would become
Near Jthe Irrawaddy grows the bo- 1 sore and would not stand the pavements.
raamm flftLAllifnrmis which hears a leaf 1110 French horses have good feet and standrassus flabelliformis, which Dears a leai tJ e mentls than th0 Clydesdales.
of wonderful dimensions, and which is Tbat lg tbe reft80n they sell better.
said to be of sufficient size to cover •* i would advise the farmers and breeders
twelve men standing upright. I who are breeding horses to sell on the New
g At Timnr Tiaar tha TnUnd of Java a York market for draft purposes to breedJ , i Llmor, near the isiantt oi Java, a from ^ horgeg m preference to all
^ plant is found, the leaf of which, being others.’’— Chicago Tribune.
of a thorny nature, possesses a fatal] The best horses to be found in France are
recorded with pedigrees in full in the
r
sting when penetrating the flesh. The
victim, if not fatally poisoned, fre-
quently suffers protracted illness. This
plant is well caUed “deviTs leaf. ”
Beware
Of violent purgatives. They must inevitably
impair the well-being of the system, If much
used. Irregularity of the bowels is remediable
without their aid, and they enfeeble those
organs. Hoatetter’s Stomach Bitters are not
only a laxative, but a tonic. No subsequent
medication is needed as in the case of powerful
cathartics, to repair the violence of their effects.
Bine pill and calomel are never safe in the long
run. and there are other medicines taken to reg-
ulate the liver and bowels, which are hurtful to
both. Long experience has proved the Bitters
to be safe and salutary as well as potent. They
brace up the system when enfeebled, thus
guarding it from disease (particularly malarial
complaints), remedy the weakness and inactiv-
ity of a dyspeptic stomach, improve appetite,
and tend to tranqnillze overtaxed nerves.
They have also won repute as a remedy for
Thenmatlam and kidney troubles.
What Cripples the Balloon.
When Mr. Coxwell was asked, “How
long can gas be retained in a balloon?”
he replied, “No balloon has ever gone
over a second sunset. I will tell you
why,” he went on. “The moment the
sun goes down the gas condenses and
\ you get through the night better than
Vthe day. But the next day, the
' presence of the sun, the gas expands
and yon mount to great elevations,
but every mount the balloon makes
cripples its power and it is only a ques-
tion of hours, if not minutes, how long
yon can keep np. It is the loss of
the eternal ‘king of day* which is the
mischief. H an aeronaut could have
forty-eight hours of night he could
travel a great distance.” Mr. Coxwell
also mentioned that the highest
rate bf speed he had ever attained, even
with a strong wind blowing, was eighty
miles an horn.— Interview with Aero-
naut Coxwell. _ . _
Ir all EO-calied remediei have failed, Dr.
Bage’i Catarrh Remedy curea.
In what suit does a man never feel com-
fortable? In a law-suit.




COUGHS, COLDS, CROUP, ASTHMA,
BRONCHITIS, CONSUMPTION,
That they will not flail to find relief and a
Permanent Gore by using, according to di-
rections,
ALLHrS Lie BALSAI
It is harmlea to the most delicate child!
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1883.— A. J. OOLBOM
Esq., Editor of the
Somerset Herald
writes: I can recom-
mend ALLEN’S LUNG
BALSAM as being the











1883. - Gents : I can
cheerfully say your Al-
en‘a Lung UalHam.
which I have sold for
the past IS yean, sells
better than any cough
remedy, and gives gen-
eral satisfaction. Tis
frequently reconi-
mended by the med-
ical profession here,
H.C.Mooney, Dr’g’at.
SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE DEALERS.
PATENTS
Patent Att’ys, Washington. D.C.
P
HOHETIC SHORTHAND
Prl«*. Sl.no. Special Instruction by Mail. 86.
WM. W.OSGOODBY. Publisher, Rochester. N.Y
SEWING MACHINE NEEDLES
For any Machine, In pkta. of 10. assorted, sent by inail
on receipt of 30e. Give name of machine. IllUNtrawd
catalogue free. KoyalImpobtinoCu.,? Park P1..N.Y.
V. PETERSON, Phibton, Fillmore Oo„ Minp.
$65
prNO,0l|O Jo Soldiers and Hmrs^Seml "hung





bearing a red tin too ; that Lorillard’a
Rose Leaf fine cut: that Lori Hard ’a
Navy Clippings, and that Lorillard’s 8nafla,ar«
tne beat and cheapest, quality considered ?
M. XV. PUJJTTATVT
Wayne, Du Fags Oo., Illinois,
HAS IMPORTED PROM PNANOE
Pa^kara. Haram vadgri
T5 PER CEIT OF ALL HORSES
EVER IMPORTED TO AMERIOA.







•My doctor pronounced me cured, but I
got hick again with terrible palna la my book
and aides, and I got to bad I
Could not move l
I shrunk]
From 828 lbs. to 180! I bad bean doctoring
for my liver, but it did me no good. I did
not expect to live more than three months.
I began to use Hop Bitten. Directly my ap-
petite returned, my pain* left me, my en-
tire system seemed renewed as If by magic,
and after using several bottles I sm not only
as sound as a sovereign bnt weigh more
than I did before. To Hop Bitten I owe me
UfA
Dublin, June 6, ’BL & Fitzpatuol
oxArrxB n.
Neuralgia, famale trouble, for years in the
most terrible and excruciating manner.
No medicine or doctor could give me re~
lief or cure until I used Hop Hitter*.
The first bottle
Nearly cured me;"
The second made me aa well aud strong as
when a child.
•And I have been ao to this day.”
My husband waa an invalid for twenty
years with a serious
•Kidney, fiver, and urinary complaint
“Pronounced by Boston’! best phyil-
dans—
“Incurable!”
Seven bottles of your bitten cured him
and I know of the
“Lives of eight persons”
In my nelghbornood that have been saved
by your bittern
And many more are using them with great
benefit
“They almost
Do miracles!” — Jfrz. B. D. Slack. .
How to Get Sick.— Expose yourself day
and night: oat too much without exercise;
work loo hard without rest; doctor all th»
time; take all the vile nostrums advertised,
and then you will want to know hou to get
well, which Is answered in three words—
Take Hop Bitters !
WNono genuine without a bunch of green
Hops on the white label. Bhun all tho vile, pois-
onous stuff with "Hop'^or ‘'Hopa" in their name.
CARDS
Aor™”w*a™,j






Two JM» old sad
Youngor.
"Percheron Stud Book" of that country.
At the great Importing and breeling es-
tablishment of M. W. Dunham, Wayne, Du
Pago County, 111., hundreds of the finest
specimens of this famous raoe can be found
at all times.
instantly Relieved.
Mrs. Ann Lacour, of New Orleans, La.,
writes: "I have a son who has been sick for
twb years; he has been attended by our lead
Ing physicians, but all to no purpose. This
morning he had bis usual spell of coughing
and was so greatly prostrated In consequence
that death seemed imminent We had in tho
house a bottle of Dr. Wm. Hall's Balsam
for tbe Lungs, purchased by my husband,
who noticed your advertisement We admin-
istered it and ho was InsianUy relieved."
It Will Cost Yon Nothing.
“For what?" For a medical opinion in
your cneo, if you arc suffering from any
chronic disease which your pbysican has
failed to relievo or cure, "from whom?"
From Drs. Starkey & Palon, 1103 Girard
st, Philadelphia, dispensers of the Vitalizing
Treatment by Compound Oxygen which Is at-
tracting wide attention, and by which most
remarkable cures In desperate chronic cases
are being made. Write and ask them to furnish
such lulormatlon In regard to their treatment
os will enable you to get an Intelligent idea of
its nature and action.
For Throat Diseases, Coughs, Colds,
etc., effectual relief Is found in the use of
" Brown' e Bronchial Trochet.” Price 86 cts.
Sold only in bates
Many persons in Pittston are using Ely's
Cream Balm, a Catarrh remedy, with most
satisfactory results. A lady Is recovering
the sense of smell which she bad not enjoyed
for fifteen years. She had given up her oase
as Incurable. Mr. Barber has used It in bis
family and recommends it highly. ATunk-
hannock lawyer, known to many of our
readers, testifies that he was cured of partial
deafnesa.— Pfffston (Pa.) Gazette. Not a liquid
or snuff. 60 cents. _
For dtbprpsia, indioxstion, depression of
spirits, and general debility in their various
forms; also, as a preventive against fever end
ague, and other Intermittent fevers, the
"Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calif aya,"
made by Caswell, Hasard A Co., of New York,
and sold by all druggists, is the best tonic;
and for patients recovering from fever or
other sickness it has no equal
Smith buys Oarboline, the deodor-
iKRS
DO YOU KNOW
‘‘For months I suffered with malaria and
nervous dyspepsia. During the attacks I ex-
perienced severe pain, accompanied by that
extreme tired and languid feeling.' Could
not eat or sleep. Would get up mornings
with hardly life enough to move. None of
the usual medicines employed in such cases
had any effect upon me. From time to time
I was laid up and unable to attend to any




I commenced taking them, and now I am as
well and learty as any one, and cannot say
too much In praise of this excellent remedy.’*
A. J. Powell, 18 Woodbrldge Bt., Detroit.
If you cannot get Hops and MALT
Bitten of your druggist we will send it
express paid, on receipt of regular price, one
dollar per bottle. We prefer that you Buy it
from your druggist, but If he hasn't It, do not
be persuaded to try something else, but order
at once from us as directed.
Do not get Hops and MALT Bit-
ten confounded with other Inferior prep-
arations of similar name. Take nothing but
Hop* and MALT. None genuine un-
less manufactured by tbe
HOPS & MALT BITTRRS 00., Detroit, Mich.
^09
iJVrokmMMW of France, 1 804 1 jmr-
, Dunham and drawn from Ufa by BomfflB/ffii> aham rawnl
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A PRESENT FOR EVERYONE
** NO COMMISSIONS TO AGENTS. SUBSCRIBE DIRECT. ̂
The above positively illustrates our plan of dealing with our subscribers. The con-|
neetlng link consists of cash premiums instead of exhorblt(tent commissions to middlemen.
WE GIVE tWIlf ’"tKloi’11' $30,000 FREE
Below is our premium list. Every article has been carefully selected and we guarantee]
complete satisfaction: [
080 PREMIUMS. PRESENTS FOR ALL






Are the great blood purifier,
liver and kidney remedy,
and life-giving principle, i
perfect rrnov.br and invig-
orator of the system, carry-
l ing away all poiaonous mat-
iter and restoring the blood
: b a healthy condition, en-
riching it, refreshing and
“• * • g both mind *
y aroeaay of
n, prompt in
tion, certain lu result*, safe
and reliable in all forma of
dlaeaae. Every moment of
our lives, every part of ot
bodies la wearing out an
. .. mke. th« eSd
oomea weak or vitiated and
doea not perform it* work
properly, the ayatem ia act-
tbe worn-out matter clogring toe
J2-.*. • - *i:« iiJSS:
Mh.plamm, - - BOO Mh.plmmm, -
11th. baggy, - 850 Itth, goM wmtefa,
..IMS."’*?'
100 •legmat albaaae.warth la eash.8l.000 100 elegaat albama. worth la eaah,7«ol




in oar family weekly paper. Alao, each w«
i" REV.T. DE WITT TALMAG
s alone worth the price we charge for t
year. In addition to tha^oonthB uedato rl
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HY REV. J. HENRY SHARPE.
The following is its pledge :
“The White Ribbon Army, organized
December 4, 1884. Withcharity for alUnd
malice toward none, to make suggestive
caiD^aign against strong drink, and to
save men, women and children from the
curse of rum. Uniting ourselves under
God as our Captain we will show our col
ors as a witness for the right, diligently
work against the traffic in liquor, and
strive by all proper means to lift men to a
nobler life.'’
But what is the White Ribbon Army? it
will be asked. What is its origin, and
who are at the head of it, and who are be-
hind it? Reverently it may . be shown that
it is as truly and purely providential as
any movement are which yet must some-
how be accomplished through human in-
strumentality. Those who as yet are most
closely identified with it are profoundly
convinced that they are hut instruments
in the bands of a sovereign Providence.
They take no glory to themselves; hut
with self-suppression as entire ns is consis-
tent with active, enthusiastic convictions
of duty, they speak of their work and in- ^
vito. co-operation in it ns one that is born j
of God and that bears the impress of his
favor upon it.
Historically, the White Ribbdn Army
began with the International Sabbath
School Lesson on “Drunkenness.” It is
not strange that a Scripture lesson, so akin
to the spirit of the times, and enforced by
so many concurrent spiritual agencies and
influences, should have given rise to this
or some similar movement. In Philadel-
phia marked impression began with an
exposition of the lesson before the Presby-
terian Sunday school Superintendents’ As-
sociation, by Rev, A. T. Pierson, D. D.,
in the Bethany Sabbath school Hall, in
the same place, on the following Sabbath,
under the lead of the superintendent, John
Wanamaker, temperance pledges were
asked, and such an army responded as to
be suggestive of the very name, and by
happy inspiration ef the pastor a white
ribbon was suggested as Its suitable sym-
bol. Ashy a spontaneous movement the
enrolling went on, and by the succeeding
Sabbath over seven hundred were enlisted
and wearing the chosen symbol.
A Walking Skeleton.
Mr. E. Springer, ®f Mecbanicsburg, Pa.,
writes: “I was afflicted with lung fever
and abscess on lungs, and reduced to a
walking Skeleton. Got a free trial bottle
of Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consump-
tion, which did me so much good that I
bought a dollar bottle. After using three
bottles, found myself once more a mao,
completely restored to health, with a
hearty appetite, and a gain of 58 lbs.”
Cali at H. Walsh’s Drug Store and get a
free trial bottle of this certain cure for all
Lung Diseases. Large bottles $1.00.
A drummer for a New York heuse blew
out bis gas in a Cincinnati betel in order
to sleep the sleep of death, but 2,000 feet
of the stuff rolled off his cheek and he had
to give up his idea and pay the landlord$6. ||
The vitiation of any of nature’s laws
brings its warning by the feeling ef dis-
comfort. Exposure will induce colds,
throat diseases, consumption, etc. all of
which give warning by a troublesome
cough. Use Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup in
time, and remove both the cause and ef-
fect of your discomfort.
St. Nicholas for January.-TIiIs cap-
ital winter number opens appropriately
with a poem by Celia Thaxter, entitled
“The Child and the Year.” Another time-
ly article is the breezy and exciting ice-
yachting story by E. Vinton Blake, which
Introduces us to our old friends, the Dal*
zells; while John R. Coryell contributes a
bright imd home like story, called “Baby
T’eys* for the Christmas Goose,” which
tells how the feast was kept In a New
England light house. “Historic Girls,” a
new companion series to “Historic Boys”
by E. S. Brooks, is begun by tbe same
author, in the same interesting style, with
in account of the girlhood days of Queen
Elizabeth, and the Christmas festivities at
Hatfield House, three hundred years ago.
J. T. Trowbridge continues bis serial, be-
cause his hero, in spile of bis hard expe-
rience, has not yet cured himself of “His
One Fault” A. B. Frost contributes a
jolly series of pictures to the Rev. Charles
B. Talbot’s funny poem, “Thq School
master and the Truants.” There is also a
wholesome out door-poem by John Vance
Cheney, called “For Bass-wood Cbaps<”
an “Art and Artists” paper, by Clara Era-‘ ment, about Velasquez, with a re-
j>n of one of his most famous pic-
id a great deal besides of the same
healthful, and happy sort.
, Scalds, Bruises and all pain
the flesh, the grand reme-
’ Eclectric Oil. Be rare
'firm
A VERY RADICAL CHANGE.^ . i  . i-y>
has been made in the stock of goods at the OnerPrice Store of
E. J. HARRINGTON, - HOLLAND, MICH.
A large and very fine stock of
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
G. J. VAN DUREN. W. VAN DSK VEERE.
Gity Meal Market.
VAN DUREN & CO., Proprietors.
Having lately re opened the “City Meat
Market’’ in the First Ward, we kindly in-
vite the citizens of this city to give us a
call. We intend to keep our market sup-
plied with the best and choicest meats that
can bo procured.
We make
and can assure our patrons that tbe Lard
purchased of us, is perfectly pure and of
fine quality.
- G. J. VAN DUREN & CO.
Holland, Mich., Feb. 15, 1883.
Order of Publication.
rpHE Circuit Court for the county of Ottawa—
A In Chancery.
STATE OF MICHIGAN, I ..
County of Ottawa, j
ABBIE S, ELWOOD, Complainant,
MICHAEL ELWOOD. Defendant.
Suit pending in the Circuit Court for the county
of Ottawa in chancery, at the city of Grand Haven,
on the 11th day of December, A. D. 18S4.
In thle cause it appearing from afildavit on file,
that the defendant. Michael Elwood, is uow ab-
sent from his last known place of residence and
that his present whereabouts is not known to the
deponent, on motion of John C. Post, Esq., com-
plainant's solicitor, it is ordered that the said de-
fendant, Michael Elwood, canse his aopearance to
be entered herein, within five months from the
date of this order, and in case of his appearance
that lie canse his answer to the complainant's bill
of complaint to be filed, and a copy thereof to be
served on said complainant's solicitor, within
twenty days after service on him ol a copy of said
bill, and notice of this order; and that in default
thereof, said hill be taken as confessed by the said
non-resident defendant.
And it is further ordered, that within twenty
days the said complainant cause a notice of this
order to be published In the Holland Oirr Nfws,
a newspaper primed, published and circulating in
said connty, and that such publication be con
tinned therein at least once in each week, for six
weeks in succession, or that bo cause a copy of
this order to be personally served on said non-
resident defendant, at least twenty days before
the time above prescribed for his appearance.
Dated, December 11, 1884.
ABEND VIS8C0ER,
Circuit Court CdmmMoner. Ottawa Co- Mich.
Joum C. Post, ComplatnanVt Solicitor. 45-t
• #
has just been received and will be sold at remarkable low figures. We also have a stock of
Boots and Shoes, Rubbers aud Slippers superior to any in the city.
Ladies are invitecl-to call and examine our stock of
Winter Dress Goods, New Style Prints, i Dress Patterns.
HATS AND CAPS. Toweiings, Table Linen, Hosiery, Lace, and Calicoes
in an endless number of styles and designs,. ^
A FRESH STOCK OF GROCERIES CONSTANTLY ON HAND.
GOls/CE IBjAiRLir and Q-ET BEST BABG-AI1TS
Holland, Mich., Aug. 6, 1884.
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The largest assortment of
DIAMOND RINGS
ever dUplayed in this city.
£ THE ONLY TRUE
rIRON
• , ,
I also keep on hand a large assortment of
SPECTACLES
and a
FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
TONIC
^ f ACTS RECAItDINO
Dr. Ms h Tonic.
It win purify and enrich the BLOOD? rojrulate
the LIVER and KIDNEYS? tad Reatokk the
HEALTH and VIGOR of YOUTH! In all those
disease* requiring a certain and efflclen TOXIC,
especially Dyspepsia. Waul of Appellte.liidlses*
lion, Lack of otreiiKtli, etc., IU use Is marked
with Immediate and wonderful results. Hones,
muscles and nerves receive new force- Enlivens
the mind and supplies Hraln Power. A m CO Buffering from all complaints
! A Ul BOpecull.ir to their sex will find In
DR. HARTER'S IRON TONIC a safe and speedy
cure. It gives a clrnr and healthy complexion,
i 'Pie strongest testimony to the value of Dn.
nx^TEu’a iron Tonic is ihat frequent attempts
at counterfeiting have only added to Uie popular-Af* If*-,... U-
Sheriff's Sale.
By virlue of an execution Issued out of and un-
der the seal of the Circnit Court of the county of
Ottawa In the State of Michigan, attested on the
16th day of November, A. D. 1884, to me directed
and delivered in favor of Mar&nda F. W heeler,
plaintiff, and against the goods and chattels and
for want tbereol, then of the real estate of Phebe
A. Fisher, defendant therein named, I have levied
upon and shall expose for sale at public auction to
the highest bidder, all the estate, right, title and
interest of the said Phebe A. Fisher, at the front
door of the court house, in the city of Grand Ha-
ven, that being the place of holding the Circuit
Court of the connty wherein said premises are
sitnated, on Monday, the 19th day of January, 1885,
at ten o clock in the forenoon of said day, in and to
the following described real estate, lying and being
in the connty of Ottawa, and State of Mlchigan.as-
follows, to-wit: Lot six (6), block forty-six (40) in
the City of Holland, Ottawa connty, Michigan.
Dated, Grand Haven, December 4,1884.
JOHN VAUPELL, Sheriff Ottawa Co. Mich.
J. O. Post, Attorney. 48-6w
BOONE,
\
wussavs sjL'itsiijt sisavv v sj eeuss^M sv m v y w|#m sm i -
Ity of the orlglnnl. If you earnestly desire health
do not experiment— get the OttrotNAL and Best.
Send your address to The Dr. Harter Med.Oo."
M St. Loots, Mo., for our "DREAM BOOK."-•» m a • a a • »
All the Goods are warranted
to be just as represented.
I am prepared to do repairiig and en-
graving promptly and in tbe best manner.
Come and examine eur stock. No
trouble to show Goods.
O. BREYMAN.
Holland, Mich., May 12, 1884.
ra atoTheDr. C V
K." I
^FuUof rtraoga and useful information, free.#
Or. Harter’s Iron Tonio is for Salk by au
Druggists and Dealers Everywhere.
E. HEROLD,
has just received % large stock sf the latest
styles of Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s
BOOTS A SHOES




The popnlar wagon manufacturer
J. FLIEMAN




of Milwaukee. These cutters for ease and com*
for are superior, while in
Strength and Durability
they beat everything. The dash Is s sew device
which cannot be broken.
. I also have • 1st of
Sleighs of . Every Description.
on hand which I propose to sell at COST.
Tbe oldest established stable in tbe city.ji
On Market Street, near Eighth*
I have the newest and best hearse in
tjiis city, with the finest borsea and carri-
ages lor funeral purposes, which I will
furnish
as cheap, if not cheaper
than any party in this city.
Holland, July 28, 1882.
H. BOONE. V|
A PRIZE'
than anything olse it
Send six cents for postage,
.and receive free a costly box
of goods which will help you
_ _ ---- - - jto more money right away
n this world. All, of either
sex, succeed from first hour. The broad road to
fortune opens. before th« workers. Absolutely sore.
At once address: Tnua & Co., Augusta, Maine.^ 42-Iy
OF FREE!
^RELIABLE SELF-CURE.
Repairing promptly and neatly FARMERS and OTHERS
done,
wishing anything In my line can do no better than
by calling on me. I have a large stock of ready-
made work in
CALL AND SEE US.' ^ *
NO. 46, EIGHTH STREET.
E* HEROLD.
Holland, Mich., March 18, 1884.
ids an fi
which I will sell at astonishingly law prices in
order to make room for my fall stock.
Cal] and examine and give me a trial.
J. FLIEMAN,
HtiXARD, Mich. Oct. 33, 1884.
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With Red Tin Tag, Is the best? Is tbe purest; Is
never adulterated with glucose, barytes, molasses,
or any deleterious Ingredients, as Is the case with
many other tobaccos. ...
LorlUard’a Rom Loaf Fine Cut To-
baooo.*
Is also made of the finest stock, and for aromatic
chewing qualities Is second to none.
Lorlllard'a Navy Glippinga?




- -------- ovelope/We. Druggistscan fill lu
Address Pit WARD 4 CO., LottUiana, Me.
JAS. HUNTLEY,
Estimates given for all
kinds of buildings, fin- ,
ished and completed.
Planing and Re-sawing ,
dono on short notice.
'• . . . t
Stairs, Hand Railing, Sash
Doors, Blinds, Mouldings,
Brackets, etc., made and
furnished.
Office and Shop on Riaer street,
near the corner of Tenth street,
;><-
M
